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After nearly a decade, shocking,
suppressed evidence emerges

Nano-particles pinpointed

By Pat Shannan

By Christopher Bollyn
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OKC Bombshell
Implicates Feds
In Murrah Blast

Explaining How
Depleted Uranium
Is Killing Civilians,
Soldiers, Land
epleted uranium weapons, and the untold
misery they wreak on mankind, are taboo
subjects in the mainstream media. This
exclusive report should break the media
embargo imposed on the American people.
Despite being a grossly under-reported subject in the
mainstream, there is intense public interest in depleted
uranium (DU) and the damage it inflicts on humankind
and the environment.
While American Free Press is actively investigating DU
weapons and how they contribute to Gulf War Syndrome, the corporate-controlled press ignores the illegal
use of DU and its long-lasting effects on the health of
veterans and the public.
In August 2004 American Free Press published a
ground-breaking four-part series on DU weapons and
the long-term health risks they pose to soldiers and civilians alike. Information provided to AFP by experts and
scientists, some of it published for the first time in this
paper, has increased public awareness of how exposure
to small particles of DU can severely affect human
health.
Leuren Moret, a Berkeley-based geo-scientist with
expertise in atmospheric dust, corresponds with AFP on
DU issues. Recently Moret provided a copy of her letters
to a British radiation biologist, Dr. Chris Busby, about
how nanometer size particles—less than one-tenth of a
micron and smaller—of DU once inhaled or absorbed
into the body, can cause long-term damage to one’s
health.
Busby is one of the founders of Green Audit, a British
organization that monitors companies “whose activities
might threaten the environment and health of citizens.”

americanfreepress.net

An Oklahoma City firefighter runs through rubble near
the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building after a secondary
explosion caved in the front of the building.

IRS, Courts Team Up
to Prosecute, Ruin
Independent Banker
By Anthony Hargis

R

ecently, the government jailed me for five
and a half months for refusing to disclose
records and confiscated my company
worth between $4 million and $5 million;
its property belonged entirely to my customers, which was repeatedly asserted by the government. Next, the government fabricated a ridiculous tax
liability against me—over $32 million—using my customers’ property as a basis and plans to take customers’ property to apply against my fairy-tale liability.
All this was done without any evidence of wrongdoing, with no opportunity to examine my “accuser,”
or to present my case to a jury. I was, effectively, locked
out of the courthouse. In the process, the government
and judge committed at least a half dozen major constitutional violations.
We have the case on appeal; if we should win,
everything done to me would become unlawful: the
jail time, confiscation, and ridiculous tax assessment.
It would be a major disaster for the government, and
probably mean the end of the judge’s career, at least.
The judge is protecting himself by refusing to produce a transcript needed for our appeal: no transcript,
no appeal; no appeal, no reversal of judgment; no
reversal, no penalty for abuse of power.
See FEDS RETALIATED, Page 8

O

nly moments after an enormous blast blew
away most of the facade and a full quarter of the
eastern end of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal
Building in Oklahoma City in 1995, the FBI and
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms
(BATF) began to release evidence implicating two men, and
two men only, who they claimed were solely responsible.
The evidence later showed that Timothy McVeigh and Terry
Nichols had confessed to the impossible.
At first, several independent investigators came forward
to complain that there was an obvious cover-up. Now they
call it the “ongoing cover-up of the cover-up.” And now,
even the new OKC museum contradicts the official theory
of what happened on April 19.
Officials in charge at the time still refuse to discuss anything other than the manufactured spin: McVeigh and
Nichols, as convicted by the courts, mixed up a large batch
of ammonium nitrate fuel oil (ANFO—a mild explosive
used by farmers to blow out stumps) and demolished several square blocks of downtown Oklahoma City with a
devastating blast that could be heard miles away.
In reality, the ANFO story was born only 10 minutes
after the blast when a high-ranking BATF official by the
name of Harry Everhart witnessed the blast from nearby
and called the BATF office in Dallas to excitedly announce,
“Someone has just blown up the federal building in
See ATF TESTED, Page 8
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From the Editor
HERE WE ARE, ALREADY IN our second issue
for 2005, and we’re off to a running start. This
week, readers will find all of what you have
come to expect from American Free Press—indepth accounts of government cover-ups, real
human interest articles, vital financial information and, of course, uncensored and honest
reporting.
Where else would you hope to read about
such important subjects as weapons components that have been blamed for a rash of cancer and birth defects; unanswered questions
that have dogged the official theory surrounding the Sept. 11 attacks; rampant government
waste; and alternative currencies that buck the
Federal Reserve?
Only in American Free Press, of course,
And that’s why it’s not surprising that more
and more people are taking an interest in AFP,
the nation’s best non-corporate national newspaper. Our circulation and presence on the
Internet continues to grow. This is great news.
But let’s not forget all of you readers, distributors, READERSHIP COUNCIL members and
supporters who have stood by us, through
thick and thin, donating money, calling us,
writing us letters and visiting our offices. You
are the lifeblood of AFP, and without you, we
would all have to close up shop and go home.
So, from all the editors, managers and staff
at American Free Press, we say, thank you to you
all. We know good things are coming for
American Free Press in 2005, and for America,
too, as more and more patriots awaken to the
truth about the dangers ahead for our beloved
country. Here’s to another year!

Christopher Petherick
Managing Editor

American Free Press
OUR PROMISE TO YOU:
The point of view of American Free Press (AFP) is best described as populist
and nationalist. AFP is FOR Life and Liberty and AGAINST the New World Order.
American Free Press is 100% employee-owned. You can trust American Free Press
to give you “the other side of the news”—to report on events which are vital to
your welfare but which would otherwise be hushed up or distorted by the controlled press. We make no attempt to give you “both sides.” We’ll leave the establishment side to your daily newspaper, television and radio. Furthermore, we
pledge that the American Free Press will correct any meaningful error of fact. Make
up your own mind who is being honest with you: the establishment media or the
American Free Press.

OUR GUARANTEE:
AFP will promptly refund the unused portion of your subscription if you
are dissatisfied with our unique newspaper. To cancel, drop us a note saying
you want to end your subscription.
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Managing Editor: Christopher Petherick; Editor Emeritus: Vince Ryan;
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Border Controls
Grow Weaker
Since 9-11
Immigration enforcement efforts
have actually become more lax since
the 9-11 terrorist attacks and have
had “no meaningful impact” on the
growing number of immigrants
now in the United States, which has
reached a record high of 34 million,
according to a new report. A 13 percent increase of U.S. immigrants,
more than 4 million, since 2000
included 2 million illegal aliens,
who now total about 10 million or
30 percent of the immigrant population, reported the Washingtonbased Center for Immigration
Studies. The study was based on
Census Bureau data.

NEWS

MILITARY MASCOTS TO THE RESCUE

YOU MAY
HAVE MISSED

It’s not uncommon for soldiers in
combat zones around the world to
adopt local, starving dogs and cats as
mascots. Unfortunately, new policies initiated by U.S. officials require
soldiers to kill dogs and cats for fear
that diseases like rabies will be
spread. Enter Military Mascots, a
small organization that is helping to
bring these poor animals to the
United States. Take this unidentified
U.S. soldier in the photo above, who
told Military Mascots, “I have been
everywhere over here from Najaf
[and Ramadi to] Fallujah. When I recently returned from the Fallujah
campaign I found a puppy of around eight weeks in some barbwire
near my squadron. [We] do not want this dog [now named ‘Viper’] to
be put down. . . .” For more information on the program, write
Military Mascots in care of Bonnie Buckley, 57 Bearhill Rd., Merrimac,
MA 01860, or visit the web site, militarymascots.org.

electronic scanning equipment indicates the passenger may be hiding
explosives on their persons. Will
this make recruiting new screeners
more difficult?

VIOLENT CRIME

Violent crime decreased by 2 percent in the United States for the first
six months of 2004 compared with
the same period in 2003, and property crime dropped 1.9 percent,
according to the FBI’s latest Uniform Crime Report. Reported incidents of murder decreased by 5.7
percent, robbery declined by 5 percent and aggravated assault dropped
0.9 percent, the FBI said. Only incidents of rape showed an increase, NO UN TAX
CITIZENS ON ALIENS
Citizens in St. George, Utah, are 1.4 percent, over 2003.
Rep. Ron Paul (R-Tex.) has introgoing door-to-door to confront
duced legislation to prevent the
businesses that knowingly hire ille- OINK, OINK
United Nations from taxing Amergal aliens, The Washington Times More irrational pork barrel spend- icans if it implements its longreports. Members of the Citizens ing slipped in the huge spending sought goal of directly taxing people
Council on Illegal Immigration bills has been uncovered by Citizens of the world. Taxing oil, meaning
offer employers information on the Against Government Waste. The San everybody pays a UN tax when buycosts of illegal immigration for Diego Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and ing gas for their car or oil for their
schools, hospitals, the legal system, Transgender Center received house, has been pending for three
the environment and local govern- $80,000 from taxpayers, and there years. It is also favored by Bilderment and provide a toll-free num- was a grant of $250,000 for “traffic berg, a secret society of internationber to check employees’ Social calming” in Windermere, Fla.
al financiers and political leaders
Security numbers. Businesses that
from Europe and North America.
comply with laws against hiring ille- POLITICAL PAYOFFS
gal aliens receive awards and have Lobbyists in Washington spent a POPULAR?
their names listed in registry that record $1.1 billion in the first half of The Department of the Interior says
encourages citizens to patronize 2004 to influence Congress and the it will keep a book claiming the
them. Those that fail are reported to Bush administration, according to Grand Canyon was created by the
law enforcement. “We’ve watched documents filed with the Senate. flood during the time of Noah
the Phoenix and Los Angeles areas The U.S. Chamber of Commerce rather than by geologic forces,
disintegrate,” said Phyllis Sears, a was the big spender with $30 mil- according to documents released by
retired math teacher who heads the lion. The total amount was the most Public Employees for Environmenever in any six-month period and tal Responsibility, a government
council.
compares to $963.1 million in the watchdog group. National Park Sersame period in 2003, according to vice spokesperson Elaine Sevy told
HANDS OFF!
The federal government has ordered PolticalMoneyLine, an independent The Baptist Press News: “Now that
the nation’s 45,000 airport screeners group that monitors campaign the book has become quite popular,
to stop groping women unless their finance and lobbying.
we don’t want to remove it.”
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NO RESPECT
According to a recent poll, the
British rate Israel as the country
least deserving of international
respect, as well as one of the world’s
“least democratic countries.”

EXTRADITION
Poland is demanding the extradition from Israel of Solomon Morel,
an 86-year-old Jewish man accused
of “crimes against humanity” in
relation to more than 1,500 German inmates at a post-war detention camp in southern Poland,
many of whom perished under
“barbaric” circumstances, reports
London’s daily newspaper, Telegraph. Israeli officials turned down
a previous extradition request six
years ago. Morel fled to Israel from
Poland in 1994 and lives in hiding
in Tel Aviv. He had been held in
Auschwitz as a young man. In
November 1945, after the Soviet
occupation of Poland began, Morel
was one of many Jews appointed by
Stalin to supervise the brutal “deNazification” camps, where more
than 80,000 Germans died as a
result of torture, starvation and
typhus.

HERETICAL PROFESSOR
Bruno Gollinsch, a professor at the
University of Lyon III in France, is
in hot water. He insists that the official history of France (as in the U.S.
and Britain) is questionable as it
pertains to World War II gas chambers and should be impartially
investigated by historians. This has
raised the hackles of the French
press and Jewish pressure groups,
which accuse Gollinsch of revisionist leanings. Historical revisionism
has called into question the gas
chamber theory. Because France has
no First Amendment protecting
freedom of speech, Gollinsch is in
danger of being hauled before
French courts, which are not known
for impartiality, and jailed. And as a
member of the European Parliament, Gollinsch can be sanctioned
for such heresy.
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Alternative Views About 9-11
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Theologian Wants Answers to 9-11 Questions
By Greg Szymanski

I

t’s getting pretty scary when a professor of religious
philosophy thinks President Bush has his fingers in
the 9-11 attacks. It’s even scarier when he accuses
those involved in the follow-up investigation as
being outright liars.
But that’s exactly what professor David Ray Griffin, a
faculty member of the Claremont University Theology
Department in California, thinks about our president
and others, including the 9-11 commissioners appointed
to investigate the attacks.
Griffin, who is known for his religious and philosophical books, including one entitled God, Power and
Evil, now has turned his scholarly attention to the political world, accusing the government of complicity in
events surrounding the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks.
In the last two years, Griffin has published The New
Pearl Harbor: Disturbing Questions About the Bush
Administration and 911 and his latest book entitled The
911 Commission Report: Omissions and Distortions, both
accusing high-ranking officials and commission members of lying and distorting the truth.
This week from his California home he put on his
fighting gloves, calling the recent commission report a
“567-page pack of lies.” He blasted commissioners for
dereliction of duty and their failed attempt at conducting
a serious investigation into who was behind Sept. 11.
From the outset, critics like Griffin were suspicious.
He said he never expected to get a fair hearing. Griffin
claimed the commissioners were biased and never really
wanted to “rock the boat’ with tough questions.
According to Griffin, the suspicions proved to be true.
“Instead [the commissioners] simply presupposed
the official conspiracy theory, according to which the
attacks were planned and carried out solely by Al Qaeda
members,” said Griffin, referring to the recently published 911 Commission Report.* “The commission ignored
all evidence pointing to an alternative conspiracy theory,
according to which the attacks succeeded only because
of complicity by members of the U.S. government. The
report simply repeats the official story about the 19 Arab
hijackers, failing to mention that at least six of the
named men have shown up alive. It even suggests that
Waleed al-Shehri stabbed a flight attendant on American
Airlines Flight 11 before it hit the North Tower—even
though he visited the U.S. embassy in Morocco after 911.”
Griffin goes on to say that the report is even more
unreliable when it addresses such issues as the collapse
of the World Trade Towers and why fighter jets were
unable to intercept any of the incoming flights.
Griffin was especially critical of the report’s failure to
note that at no time has fire caused a steel-frame high
rise to collapse.
“In reality, the core of each building consisted of 47
massive steel columns, the collapse of which cannot be
explained by the accepted theory,” said Griffin. “While
mentioning the South Tower collapsed in 10 seconds,
the report fails to mention the fact that the collapse manifested 10 standard features of controlled demolitions.
“The report handles the collapse of Building 7, which
even FEMA admitted it could not explain, by simply failing to mention it altogether.”
Griffin also talks about the Pentagon strike. He

More and more thoughtful and prominent critics have been coming forward to question the
official theory put forth by the government and rubber stamped by the independent panel
tasked with investigating circumstances surrounding the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks. Over the
course of two years, the panel, formally known as the National Commission on Terrorist
Attacks Upon the U.S., held 12 public hearings, taking the testimony of generals, politicians, top bureaucrats, engineers, experts and witnesses to the attacks. Above, Thomas
Kean (left), chairman of the Sept. 11 commission, listens to testimony from government officials on March 23,
2004, on Capitol Hill. Inset, David Ray Griffin, a theology and philosophy professor, has written several books
accusing the Bush administration of playing a role in 9-11.

believes the west wing of the building should have been
the least likely target for terrorists.
“There are just so many facts about Flight 77 hitting
the Pentagon that were just overlooked,” added Griffin.
“While claiming that Al Qaeda operatives did not strike
a nuclear power plant for fear of being shot down, the [911] report fails to mention that the Pentagon is even better protected, so that any aircraft without a military
transponder would have automatically been shot
down.”
With regard to FBI inconsistencies, Griffin said the
report draws a narrow line, simply omitting all stories
that may shed a bad light on FBI activities before, during
and after 9-11.
“They simply ignore everything inconsistent with the
previous official account,” he added, “including the
damning allegations made by former FBI translator Sibel
Edmonds in her three-hour testimony to the commission.”
However, Griffin saves his most harsh criticism for the
way the commission dealt with the failed interception of
the jetliners and a revised timeline, placing blame on the
FAA for not contacting military command headquarters
in time to intercept the jetliners.
“The report handles problems created by NORAD’s
previously announced timeline by simply creating a radically revised timeline, according to which the FAA never
notified the military about Flights 175, 77 and 93 until
after they crashed,” said Griffin. He said this was in conflict with previous reports and a timeline maintained by

air traffic controllers.
“This new and distorted timeline also changes all previous statements about when the teleconferences
between the FAA and the military actually began, thereby seeking to establish that the military could not have
learned about the flights from these teleconferences.
“Perhaps most outrageously, the report, which was
seeking to bolster the claim that the shoot down order of
Flight 93 over Pennsylvania was not given until after it
had crashed, contradicts by 45 minutes all prior testimony,” said Griffin. “This included Secretary of Transportation Norman Mineta’s testimony to the commission as
to when Vice President Dick Cheney descended to the
Presidential Emergency Operations Center.”
These and other report omissions are well documented
in his latest book. Griffin said that the 9-11 Commission
Report nominated for a national book award should have
★
instead been designated as a “national disgrace.”
*Find out what David Ray Griffin called “a pack of lies” by
ordering The 9/11 Commission Report (softcover, 567 pages, #1150,
$13). It’s available from FIRST AMENDMENT BOOKS, 645 Pennsylvania Avenue SE, Suite 100, Washington, D.C. 20003. Call toll free
1-888-699-6397 to charge to Visa or MasterCard.

Greg Szymanski is a freelance investigative journalist
and feature writer based in Ventura, Calif. A law school
graduate from Glendale University College of Law, he
also specializes in constitutional issues as well as judicial
indiscretion and injustice. Visit Szymanski’s news web
site at arcticbeacon.citymaker.com.
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Choose Life

Grow Young with HGH
rom the landmark book Grow Young with HGH
comes the most powerful, over-the-counter
health supplement in the history of man. Human
growth hormone was first discovered in 1920
and has long been thought by the medical community to be
necessary only to stimulate the body to full adult size and
therefore unnecessary past the age of 20. Recent studies,
however, have overturned this notion completely, discovering instead that the natural decline of Human Growth
Hormone (HGH), from ages 21 to 61 (the average age at
which there is only a trace left in the body) and is the reason
why the the body ages and fails to regenerate itself to its 25
year-old biological age.

ed in the blood when we were 25 years old. There is a receptorsite in almost every cell in the human body for HGH, so
its regenerative and healing effects are very comprehensive.

The new HGH releasers are winning converts from the synthetic HGH users as well, since GHR is just as effective, is
oral instead of self-injectable and is very affordable.

Growth Hormone first synthesized in 1985 under the
Reagan Orphan drug act, to treat dwarfism, was quickly recognized to stop aging in its tracks and reverse it to a remarkable degree. Since then, only the lucky and the rich have had
access to it at the cost of $20,000 US per year.

GHR is a natural releaser, has no known side effects, unlike
the synthetic version and has no known drug interactions.
Progressive doctors admit that this is the direction medicine is seeking to go, to get the body to heal itself instead
of employing drugs. GHR is truly a revolutionary paradigm shift in medicine and, like any modern leapfrog
advance, many others will be left in the dust holding their
limited, or useless drugs and remedies.

Like a picked flower cut from the source, we gradually wilt
physically and mentally and become vulnerable to a host of
degenerative diseases, that we simply weren’t susceptible to
in our early adult years.

The next big breakthrough was to come in 1997 when the
American Anti-aging Society, a group of doctors and scientists, developed an all-natural source product which
would cause your own natural HGH to be released again
and do all the remarkable things it did for you in your 20’s.
Now available to every adult for about the price of a coffee
and donut a day.

F

Modern medical science now regards aging as a disease that
is treatable and preventable and that “aging”, the disease, is
actually a compilation of various diseases and pathologies,
from everything, like a rise in blood glucose and pressure to
diabetes, skin wrinkling and so on. All of these aging symptoms can be stopped and rolled back by maintaining Growth
Hormone levels in the blood at the same levels HGH exist-
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Many in Hollywood’s glamour sets, who never seem to age
like you or I, have a special secret to tell, and even space pioneer and US Senator John Glenn stays vital with HGH.

GHR now available in America, just in time for the aging
Baby Boomers and everyone else from age 30 to 90 who
doesn’t want to age but would rather stay young, beautiful
and healthy all of the time.

The Reverse Aging Miracle

RELEASE YOUR OWN GROWTH HORMONE AND ENJOY:
• Improved sleep & emotional stability
• Increased energy & exercise endurance
• Loss of body fat
• Increased bone density
• Improved memory & mental alertness
• Increased sexual potency
• Increased muscle strength & size
• Reverse baldness & color restored
• Regenerates Immune System

• Strengthened heart muscle
• Controlled cholesterol
All Natural
• Normalizes blood pressure
Formula
• Controlled mood swings
• Wrinkle disappearance
• Reverse many degenerative
disease symptoms
• Heightened five senses awareness
• Increased skin thickness & texture

This program will make a radical difference in your health,
appearance and outlook. In fact we are so confident of the
difference GHR can make in your life we offer a 100%
refund on unopened containers.
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1-877-849-4777

The president of BIE Health Products, the American distributor, stated in a recent interview,“I’ve been waiting for
these products since the 70’s. We knew they would come, if
only we could stay healthy and live long enough to see
them!” If you want to stay on top of your game, physically
and mentally as you age, this product is a boon, especially
for the highly skilled professionals who have made large
investments in their education, and experience. Also with
the failure of Congress to honor our seniors with pharmaceutical coverage policy, it’s more important than ever to
take pro-active steps to safeguard your health. Continued
use of GHR will make a radical difference in your health,
HGH is particularly helpful to the elderly who, given a
choice, would rather stay independent in their own home,
strong healthy and alert enough to manage their own affairs,
exercise and stay involved in their communities. Frank, age
85 walks two miles a day, plays golf, belongs to a dance club
for seniors, has a girl friend again and doesn’t need Viagra,
passed his drivers test and is hardly ever home whenwe call
– GHR delivers.
HGH is known to reverse Hemorrhoids, Multiple
Sclerosis, Ankylosing Spondylitis, Macular Degeneration,
Cataracts, Colitus, Fibromyalgia, Angina, Chronic Fatigue,
Diabetes, Hepatitis C, Rheumatoid Arthritis, High Blood
Pressure, Sciatica, helps Kidney Dialysis and heart and
stroke recovery.
For more information or to order call

www.biehealth.us
BIE Health Products
3840 East Robinson Road
Box 139
Amherst, NY 14228

It is now thought that HGH is so comprehensive in its healing and regenerative powers that it is today, where the computer industry was twenty years ago, that it will displace so
many prescription and non-prescription drugs and health
remedies that it is staggering to think of.

A PRODUCT OF
THE AMERICAN
ANTI-AGING SOCIETY

DIV 2037839 ON

1-877-849-4777
www.biehealth.us
©copyright 2000
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Medical Analysis of Depleted Uranium
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How Radioactive Dust of ‘DU’
Crosses Blood-Brain Barrier
Continued from Page 1

Moret’s writings were meant to assist Busby in a legal
case being heard in the High Court in London where a
former defense worker, Richard David, 49, is suing
Normal Air Garrett, Ltd., an aircraft parts company now
owned by Honeywell Aerospace, claiming exposure to
DU on the job has made his life a “living hell.”
David worked as a component fitter on fighter planes
and bombers but had to quit due to health problems. He
says he developed a cough within
weeks of starting work.
Today, David suffers from a variety
of symptoms like those known as Gulf
War Syndrome, including respiratory
and kidney problems, bowel conditions and painful joints. Medical tests
reveal mutations to his DNA and damage to his chromosomes, which, he
says, could only have been caused by
ionizing radiation. He has also been
diagnosed with a terminal lung condition.
Honeywell denies DU was ever used
at the plant in Yeovil, Somerset, where
David worked for 10 years until 1995.
David claims that DU’s existence at the
plant was denied because it is an official secret.
David has asked the High Court for
more time to gather evidence. The hearing is due to resume in April. “I don’t
have any legal representation,” David
said, “so I am representing myself. It is
a real David versus Goliath case.
“I am confident I will win. I hope to
set a precedent for other cases of people
who have suffered from the effects of depleted uranium,” he said.
Moret’s letters on the particle effect of DU is based on
research done by Marion Fulk, a nuclear physical
chemist and former scientist with the Manhattan Project
and the National Laboratory at Livermore, Calif. Fulk,
who has developed a “particle theory” about how DU
nano-particles affect human DNA, donates his time and
expertise to help bring information about DU to the
public.
Asked about Fulk’s particle theory, Busby said it is
“quite sound.”
“DU is much more dangerous than they say,” Busby
added. “I’ve always said that it contributes significantly
to Gulf War Syndrome.”
When Moret’s correspondence to Dr. Busby was posted on the Internet over the New Year’s holiday under the
title “How Depleted Uranium Weapons Are Killing Our
Troops,” some 6,000 people read the letter in the first
two days. The following Monday, a producer from BBC’s
Panorama program contacted Moret to arrange an interview.
If the BBC follows up with an investigation on the
health effects of DU, it may be hard for the U.S. media
to maintain their cover-up. More than 500,000 “Gulf
War Era” vets currently receive disability compensation,

many of them for a variety of symptoms generally
referred to as Gulf War Syndrome. Experts blame DU for
many of these symptoms.
“The numbers are overwhelming, but the potential
horrors only get worse,” Robert C. Koehler of the
Chicago-based Tribune Media Services wrote in an article about DU weapons entitled “Silent Genocide.”
“DU dust does more than wreak havoc on the
immune systems of those who breathe it or touch it; the

nearly 100 percent, Fulk told AFP.
DU is harmful in three ways, according to Fulk:
“Chemical toxicity, radiological toxicity and particle toxicity.”
Particles in the nano-meter (one billionth of a meter)
range are a “new breed of cat,” Moret wrote. Because the
size of the nano-particles allows them to pass freely
throughout the organism and into the nucleus of its
cells, exposure to nano-particles causes different symptoms than exposure to larger particles of the same substance.
Internalized DU particles, Fulk said, act as “a non-specific catalyst” in both “nuclear and non-nuclear” ways.
This means that the uranium particle can affect human
DNA and RNA because of both its chemical and radiological properties. This is why internalized DU particles
cause “many, many diseases,” Fulk said.
Asked if this is how DU causes severe
birth defects, Fulk said, “Yes.”
MILITARY AWARE

Above is a photo of AFP correspondent Christopher Bollyn
(right) with nuclear scientist Marion Fulk. This photo was
taken at Fulk’s house where Bollyn spent two days learning from “the master,” as depleted uranium experts refer
to Fulk. It was during those two days last October that
Fulk explained his “particle theory” and how nano-particles of depleted uranium cause serious damage to one’s
health and genetic code. Fulk’s theories may be the
breakthrough veterans have been waiting for to explain
the link between DU and Gulf War Syndrome—a link the
U.S. government has been unwilling to officially admit.

substance also alters one’s genetic code,” Koehler wrote.
“The Pentagon’s response to such charges is denial,
denial, denial. And the American media is its moral coconspirator.”
U.S. GOVERNMENT KNOWS
The U.S. government has known for at least 20 years
that DU weapons produce clouds of poison gas on
impact. These clouds of aerosolized DU are laden with
billions of toxic sub-micron sized particles. A 1984
Department of Energy conference on nuclear airborne
waste reported that tests of DU anti-tank missiles
showed that at least 31 percent of the mass of a DU penetrator is converted to nano-particles on impact. In larger bombs the percentage of aerosolized DU increases to

The military is aware of DU’s harmful effects on the human genetic code. A
2001 study of DU’s effect on DNA done
by Dr. Alexandra C. Miller for the
Armed Forces Radiobiology Research
Institute in Bethesda, Md., indicates that
DU’s chemical instability causes 1 million times more genetic damage than
would be expected from its radiation
effect alone, Moret wrote.
Dr. Miller requested that questions
be sent in writing and copied to a military spokesman. She did tell AFP that it
should be noted that her studies showing that DU is “neoplastically transforming and genotoxic” are based on in
vitro cellular research.
Studies have shown that inhaled
nano-particles are far more toxic than
micro-sized particles of the same basic
chemical composition. British toxicopathologist Vyvyan Howard has reported that the increased toxicity of the
nano-particle is due to its size.
For example, when mice were exposed to virus-size
particles of Teflon (0.13 microns) in a University of
Rochester study, there were no ill effects. But when mice
were exposed to nano-particles of Teflon for 15 minutes,
nearly all the mice died within 4 hours.
“Exposure pathways for depleted uranium can be
through the skin, by inhalation, and ingestion,” Moret
wrote. “Nano-particles have high mobility and can easily enter the body. Inhalation of nano-particles of depleted uranium is the most hazardous exposure, because the
particles pass through the lung-blood barrier directly
into the blood.
“When inhaled through the nose, nano-particles can
cross the olfactory bulb directly into the brain through
the blood brain barrier, where they migrate all through
the brain,” she wrote. “Many Gulf era soldiers exposed to
depleted uranium have been diagnosed with brain
tumors, brain damage and impaired thought processes.
Uranium can interfere with the mitochondria, which
provide energy for the nerve processes, and transmittal of
the nerve signal across synapses in the brain.
“Damage to the mitochondria, which provide all
energy to the cells and nerves, can cause chronic fatigue
syndrome, Lou Gehrig’s disease, Parkinson’s disease and
★
Hodgkin’s disease.”
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Editorial: Lapdog Media Hides DU
ince American Free Press was founded in August
2001, our correspondents and editors have written more than a dozen articles and editorials on
the issue of the highly toxic weapons component, depleted uranium.
Now compare that figure with the number of reports
that have run in the nation’s wealthiest media conglomerates such as The New York Times, The Washington Post,
Time magazine, CNN and the national network news
broadcasts.
A quick search of the Internet reveals that these mega
news corporations, with their billion-dollar budgets,
rarely reported on the subject. And when they did, they
usually parroted the government’s invalid line on the
effects of DU.
For example, one of the few times the Post reported on
DU was on Jan. 10, 2001, when it headlined a report:
“U.S., Britain Reject Calls to Halt Use of Depleted
Uranium Arms: Uproar Reflects Rift Among NATO
Members Over Defense Issues.”
Ignoring compelling evidence developed by activists
and scientists that DU is causing cancer among soldiers
and civilians who have been around it, the Post quoted
former Secretary of Madeleine Albright, who flatly
denied any risk from DU. “There’s absolutely no proof
that there’s a connection,” Albright told the Post.
Now we ask, why, of all people, would the Post turn to
Miss Albright for answers about DU? Perhaps it was
because of the callous disregard for human life that

S

charming Madeline demonstrated in May 1996 when
she was asked if she felt U.S. sanctions imposed on Iraq
were worth the death of more than half-a-million Iraqi
children.
“I think this is a very hard choice, but the price—we
think the price is worth it,” she deadpanned.
And how could she be so sure that there is no link
between DU and a host of diseases? Reports from this
newspaper show that even government scientists concede that there is a risk of genetic mutation and illness
associated with contact with DU, regardless of what the
cover-up specialists say.
So, are these highly paid reporters just being lazy by
refusing to investigate the rash of cancers, birth defects
and diseases caused by exposure to DU? Or could there
be some larger cover-up in the works here? Readers can
draw their own conclusions.
We don’t expect the corporate media to break with
the official line and report in detail on this huge story
any time soon. In any event, it is time for a publicly
funded, open, wide-ranging study of soldiers stationed
around the world, veterans from recent wars and civilians who have lived in and around battlefields.
You can be sure that American Free Press will continue to report the important news regardless of those who
find it convenient to ignore it. In this newspaper’s maiden editorial in our first issue of Aug. 20, 2001 we said,
“We choose life.” It seems extraordinarily appropriate to
repeat that at this time.
★

In Defense of the President . . .
By Fred Lingel
harges that President George W. Bush was
late to react to huge tsunamis that devastated Asian coastlines have been unfounded. He stepped up to the plate when it mattered and ordered the U.S. military to dispatch a carrier battle group and millions of dollars in
aid to the disaster zone.
The arrival in Asia of the battle group provided the
most efficient means to move food, water and medicines to the worst, and least accessible zones such as
Banda Aceh. As former president, Bill Clinton,
remarked in support of Bush, it was American hands
that first reached out to survivors from U.S. military
helicopters within days of the tragedy.
While critics lambasted Bush, some British newspapers came to his defense, preferring instead to reflect
the anger of the British public at Prime Minister Tony
Blair, who, unlike Bush, remained isolated and on
vacation in sunny Egypt until Jan. 4.
The real issue, if critics are keen to look for one, is
whether the world at large will keep its promise to provide $2 billion to feed the hungry and a lot more cash
in the months ahead if parts of Indonesia, Sri Lanka
and Thailand are to return to normal.
Unfortunately, past disasters suggest that pledges of
massive sums of money from international organizations, the financial industry and multinational corporations are just that—pledges.
According to the Iranian government, after the mas-

C

sive earthquake that leveled the historic Iranian town
of Bam a year ago there were promises of over $1 billion to help survivors rebuild their lives and their town.
To date, only $17.5 million has been forthcoming.
That is one among many examples of the gaps
between money promised at the time of disasters and
the funds that finally are disgorged by international
banks, organizations and governments.
Some of the biggest pledges of recent times were
made after 9,000 people died and millions were left
homeless in the hurricane of 1998 that devastated parts
of Honduras and Nicaragua. As the death toll rose, and
television news programs carried daily images of
tragedy, a total of $8.7 billion was pledged by governments, the World Bank, the EU and the IMF. Of that
massive sum, less than $3 billion reached the disaster
zones.
A cynic would argue that the bankers and fat cats
have figured out that they can exploit these terrible disasters to capitalize on some free publicity. But when it
comes time to cough up the money, they are conveniently nowhere to be found.
Of all the peoples across the globe, American taxpayers stand as the ones who often provide the greatest
financial assistance and rarely fail to deliver. And yet
again, America’s over-taxed middle class delivered with
huge donations to those affected by the natural disaster
in southeast Asia. Independent donations have already
outpaced the U.S. government total.
In addition, Bush reportedly promised to donate
★
$10,000 of his own money to the relief effort.
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Just Another
United Nations
Insult to America
By Ron Paul
ou may have heard one UN official comment that America is being stingy with its
offer of millions of dollars in aid for
tsunami victims. His attitude toward your
money is typical of globalist bureaucrats,
who ultimately view the UN as a means for transferring wealth from America to other nations. Americans
are very generous people, and undoubtedly will
donate tens or even hundreds of millions to private
organizations to help the victims of this terrible
tragedy in Asia. We hardly need the UN to chide us
about our supposed lack of generosity.
The oil-for-food scandal brewing in the UN also
has provoked long-overdue denunciations of the
organization from several pundits and politicians on
the right. Of course most of you didn’t need a scandal
to convince you that the UN is anti-American, or that
it egregiously wastes our tax dollars. I’m glad more
Republicans are finally catching on to what many constitutionalists, libertarians, Birchers, Goldwaterites
and religious conservatives have been saying for
decades: we should get out of the UN, and get the UN
out of America. I certainly agree with these newly
minted critics, having advocated getting out for 25
years.

Y

LARGER POINT

This growing anti-UN sentiment provides an
opportunity to make a larger point, namely that participation in the organization is fundamentally
incompatible with American sovereignty and the
Constitution.
Obviously, many of those now calling for the
United States to withdraw from the UN resent its
refusal to sanction our war in Iraq. Few Americans
realize, however, that the resolution passed by
Congress cited various UN resolutions more than 20
times as justification for invading Iraq—in contrast to
the media images of President Bush “going it alone”
and disregarding the UN. So despite the anti-UN bluster from the right, a Republican president’s stated reason for invading Iraq was that it failed to obey UN resolutions.
WORST OF ALL WORLDS

This approach gives us the worst of all worlds.
When we play along and cite UN resolutions as justification for our actions, we grant credibility to the
ideas of international law and global government—
signaling our willingness to surrender precious sovereignty in the bargain. Yet we gain little in exchange.
Other nations still consider us only too willing to
ignore the international rules when it suits our purposes, and we remain deeply mistrusted by much of the
envious world. America would be far better off simply
rejecting global government as a concept, and openly
★
embracing true sovereignty for every nation.
Rep. Ron Paul is a medical doctor and represents
Texas’s 14th district in Congress. See his web site, ronpaul.org for more commentaries and information.
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Domestic/Patriot News

ATF Tested ‘McVeigh’ Explosives
Prior to Blast at Murrah Building
Continued from Page 1

Oklahoma City with a truckload of ANFO!”
Some reporters and investigators, who have looked
objectively at the bombing, now argue that neither Everhart
nor anyone else could have correctly deduced in such a
short time exactly what caused the explosion.
According to government documents released later, Everhart was experienced in loading large amounts of ammonium nitrate fertilizer into a vehicle for use as a terrorist truck
bomb, and his presence in the midst of the second worst terrorist attack in U.S. history looms suspicious to this day.
Records indicate that this ANFO explosives expert and
his associates had destroyed at least eight vehicles in “test
bombing experiments” at a secret range in the New Mexico
desert in the 12 months prior to the OKC bombing.
Everhart and his fellow specialists even photographed
and videotaped these truck bombs as they detonated.
Far from an anti government militia member, the vehicle
bomb expert was Special Agent Everhart, an employee of the
Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms. And, according to
federal government records obtained later, Everhart had
been instrumental in obtaining the government funding to
perform the ANFO bombing tests.
Everhart served on the National Response Team (NRT),
a group of experienced bomb and arson investigators who
respond to major bombing crime scenes throughout the
United States.
He also served on a secret government project in 1994
that conducted tests using ANFO and C-4 to blow up cars
and vans in a classified U.S. government experiment known
as “Project Dipole Might.”
According to files, reports and photographs obtained

from the Department of the Treasury through a Freedom of
Information Act request, the U.S. government initiated a
“comprehensive ANFO and C-4 vehicle bomb testing program” about a year before the OKC bombing. Records show
the project was supervised and administered by the BATF,
but was actually funded through a National Security
Council (NSC) directive.
The Department of Treasury has confirmed the project
was initiated under President Bill Clinton’s NSC staff shortly after he took office in 1993.
The intent of the Dipole Might experiments in 1994
includes making videos and computer models to “be displayed in a courtroom to aid in the prosecution of defendants” in vehicle bomb cases, according to government documents. The exact precedent and purpose of this activity is
unclear. BATF agents started blowing up vans and cars in the
spring of 1994 at the White Sands Missile Range in order to
collect test data for post-blast forensics computer software
packages to be issued out to National Response Team personnel when they respond to truck bombings.
Why the NSC would fund such a BATF project—despite
the rarity of the crime—has not been explained.
Nor has it been explained as to what specific threatassessment information the government had when it decided to engage in such a project, just a few months before officials claimed a Ryder truck laden with ammonium nitrate
fertilizer exploded in front of the Murrah building.
The only major ANFO vehicle bombing in U.S. history,
prior to OKC, occurred in August 1970 at the University of
Wisconsin, in Madison, Wis.
Contrary to media reports, the World Trade Center
bomb of February 1993 was composed of urea nitrate, not

Feds Retaliated Against Tax Patriot
Continued from Page 1

The government claimed that I helped organize “illegal tax schemes” but could find no evidence of it. You
frequently hear of people punished for a crime they didn’t commit; I was punished for a crime that never happened. So, what was it that triggered this inquisitorial
feeding frenzy of official lawlessness?
The real purpose was to retaliate against me for the
information in my writings, and against my customers
for supporting me. In Plantation America, I’ve uncovered
a major treason related to the Social Security card.
In The Lost Right, I explain that the American founders
used the right of petition to abolish, create and reform
American governments; this right was the fuel that drove
the American Revolution. Indeed, it is not a right at all,
it is a power that guards all our other rights, and makes
government accountable. Knowledge of this right has
been lost for more than 200 years: of the very few
Americans who use this right, they might use one-20th
of its power:
The Lost Right explains the remaining 95 percent of its
power. Without this knowledge, we have lost all our
rights, and lost control of this government.
If information in my writings became sufficiently
known, too many bureaucrats would have to hang, or

give back their plunder. Good reasons to silence me.
If the government should eventually prevail against
me, it will go on to the next dissenter, or whistleblower;
and, emboldened by its success, it will use one or two
additional barbaric tactics it was not brazen enough to
use against us.
If you are a critic of the government—or care about
the ideals of freedom—here is your chance to join battle
without putting your body or fortune on the line. My
customers and I are already there, and we have legal
issues that have the potential to tear a big hole in the
ranks of American bandits and cutthroats.
But, we can’t do it alone: we need support; and especially the pressure of an outraged citizenry. Without both
★
of these, we are lost—and you are next.
The entire collection of the writings of Anthony Hargis
is available for $114 including shipping. The two items
mentioned above are just $24 each including shipping. All
are offered with a 45-day, money-back guarantee. Send
check or money order to Anthony Hargis c/o Joe DeClue,
esq.; 2427 N. Tustin Ave. Suite B; Santa Anna, Calif. 92705.
For those who would like more information, simply send
five U.S. first-class stamps to the above address.

There were enough clandestine characters hanging around
OKC to fill a Bond movie.
ANFO, according to the FBI.
Despite only one known case in almost 25 years, why
did Clinton’s NSC anticipate a need for detailed information regarding ANFO vehicle bomb attacks a few months
prior to the Oklahoma City blast?
Treasury’s own official documents reveal the intensity of
interest. In fact, a brief summary of “Project Dipole Might” is
featured in BATF’s 1994 Annual Report to Congress.
There were enough clandestine characters hanging
around Oklahoma City to fill a James Bond movie during
the days prior to the crime.
BATF’s paid informant Carol Howe had provided information that the Murrah building was one of three potential
targets.
On April 6, Cary Gagan gave U.S. marshals in Denver the
information that “a federal building would be blown up in
either Denver or Oklahoma City within two weeks.” He had
not only personally delivered timers and blasting caps to a
Middle Eastern group, but had sat in on a meeting where
the blueprints of the Murrah Building were on display.
Then, 38 minutes before the blasts on April 19, the
Department of Justice in Washington received an anonymous telephone call warning that the Murrah Building was
about to be blown up but took no action.
After a morning of reporting that “multiple bombs” had
been found in the Murrah debris—a report publicly confirmed by the Gov. Frank Keating—and that rescue operations had been halted for two hours while these unexploded bombs were removed, news people suddenly began to
spin the government yarn about an ANFO bomb being
responsible for the enormous damage.
One of the problems with that theory was the fact that
the columns remained standing directly across the sidewalk
from the truck as opposed to those that had collapsed more
than 50 feet away. A retired air force brigadier general with
30 years experience compiled an irrefutable report on this
subject, which showed exactly where the charges were
placed inside the building.
It was so irrefutable that the prosecution refused to allow
him to testify at the Denver trial as it would have destroyed
any ANFO theory that the government had already sold to
the American people.
On May 23, 1995, only 34 days after the explosions, the
federal government stonewalled all attempts to examine the
building’s remaining structure and carried out an ordered
demolition, destroying and burying forever what many
believed contained the evidence of many explosions.
★
In its issue of Oct. 11, 19, as well as other issues, the now defunct
weekly Spotlight newspaper fully covered the Oklahoma City incident
and conclusively proved the accuracy of reporter Shannan’s above story.
The bombing was definitely a federal government operation; just why
Nichols and McVeigh confessed is a mystery that forbids the closure of
the case.

The authoritative, large-size, 555-page Final Report on the
Bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building, compiled
by an independent investigating commission chaired by
Charles Key, former Oklahoma state representative, is the
most authoritative work on this subject. The report is available from FIRST AMENDMENT BOOKS, 645 Pennsylvania Avenue SE, Washington, D.C. 20003 for $40, S&H included
(softcover, 555 pages, #1010).
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Attractive Alternative to Debt-Based Dollars?
By John Tiffany

W

ith the advent of gigantic federal deficits under
the neo-conservative regime, America’s oncevenerated Federal Reserve notes are on a fast
track toward obsolescence. The U.S. economy is
going nowhere fast, and taking the American dream along
with it. Fortunately, there are alternatives. And those who
act quickly can effectively double their money.
One protest group based in Indiana, called the National
Organization for the Repeal of the Federal Reserve Act and
the Internal Revenue Code (NORFED), is offering one such
alternative to standard money, called the Liberty Dollar
(LD). NORFED is tackling the mighty Federal Reserve
System in a David-and-Goliath scenario.
However, it is not entirely without precedent. Decades
ago, a small company called United Parcel Service took on
the monolith of the U.S. Postal Service, and gradually succeeded in making massive inroads into the giant with feet of
clay. NORFED aims to prove once again that private enterprise can always out-compete a government monopoly,
although technically the Fed Bank is privately owned as
well—by a handful of international plutocrats.
NORFED is a non-profit organization dedicated to
restoring an honest monetary system for all Americans.
Some might ask, “Isn’t it illegal to make money by making money? Wouldn’t the LD be counterfeit?” You can relax
on that point. The issue was addressed by Hawaii attorney
Paul J. Sulla Jr., who analyzed the legality of this new form
of “cash,” at NORFED’s request. Sulla found no “violation

of any counterfeiting or similitude statutes of the United
States,” he concluded in a lengthy legal opinion published
in Media Bypass.
Nor does the U.S. government have any right to the
exclusive use of the word “dollar.” After all, there are
Canadian dollars, Hong Kong dollars and many other varieties of dollar.
The LD comes in different forms. There is a kind of paper
currency, for those who enjoy the convenience, and then
there are coin-like pieces of pure, .999 fine silver and .9999
fine gold, which you can get with the paper “money.”
The paper certificates are redeemable through a nationwide network of redemption centers. And a number of businesses across the land accept LDs, although some merchants limit the LDs they will accept to a percentage, such as
15 percent, of a transaction.
As time goes on, and the LD becomes more widely
accepted, these percentages are expected to rise.
The choice is either the use of a debt-based, depreciating
currency—the Fed note—or use of a value-based currency
that is redeemable in pure silver that will meet the needs of
the people and rein in government runaway spending and
borrowing.
The establishment press has sought to smear NORFED,
even going so far as to print false stories to the effect that for
example no redemption centers exist.
“It’s yellow journalism at its worst,” remarked Bernard
von NotHaus, NORFED’s founder and chief.
And the lies have been picked up and recirculated by
such self-professed “watchdog” organizations as the

2004 Had Silver Lining for Investors
By Sean Rakhimov

“

W

hat is the most important silver news in the
last month?” asked economist and financial writer David Morgan as we sat in his
office in the beautiful countryside just outside of Spokane, Wash.
“The Mexican bill,” promptly answered this writer, referring to the communiqué sent by the governors of all 31
states of the Mexican Republic to the Ways and Means
Committee of the Mexican House of Representatives, in
which they expressed their unanimous support for the
monetization of silver and urged the committee to approve
a bill that aims to achieve precisely this objective.
“What is the most important silver news in the last year?”
continued Morgan, nodding in agreement with my reply.
“The Mexican bill?” responded yours truly, this time with
less confidence.
“What is the most important silver news in the last
decade?” further inquired Morgan, again nodding with
approval.
“The Mexican bill,” blurted out Morgan, seeing that I
had paused, trying to remember all that has happened to
silver in the past 10 years.
There you have it from “Mr. Silver” himself: The most
important silver news in the last decade is the bill on monetization of silver submitted unanimously by the governors
of the Mexican states to their House of Representatives.
“Have you seen it in The Wall Street Journal?” launched
Morgan again, unaware that I don’t read this revered outpost of mainstream economic media. “Think you will read

about it in Money Magazine?” he continued to muse, as we
savored a warm and sunny winter day in the week before
Christmas.
I wondered if this was the beginning of a new spring in
the history of silver. It must be, for the only people who
picked up the story were the fellows at Le Metropole Café and
a few other precious metal sites. David Bond of
SilverMiners.com followed up with an excellent piece of his
own. But I have yet to see it on CNBC, and I’m not holding
my breath either.
I have had plenty of time to ponder the implications of
this event. Most likely the bill will not be passed in Mexico.
Not yet anyway. But the psychological effects from its consideration by the government of a major country (one
might argue about Mexico being labeled “major,” but I
could not bring myself to call it “minor”) should be lasting.
If you haven’t heard about this groundbreaking event,
folks, please adjust your radar—this kind of information is
not to be missed, especially if you care about your financial
well being.
Even if nothing else matters to you, what should is
whether you will make it when silver and gold return as
money. It could happen first in Mexico or Malaysia, but
once it happens in one country, others will follow. They
always do. We could be among the first or last to treat silver
and gold as money—the choice is ours.
★
Sean Rakhimov is editor of SilverStrategies.com, a web
site that focuses on silver companies, silver stocks and silver bullion.

Southern Poverty Law Center, among others. Fortunately,
the negative exposure seems to have backfired.
“It’s really affected business for the positive—this has
been tremendous,” von NotHaus observed.
Federal Reserve fiat money is loaned into circulation
with interest and creates inflation. Federal Reserve notes do
not belong to the people and are not redeemable.
NORFED’s in-depth “Money FAQ” details the fraud the Fed
Bank has perpetrated on the American people since 1913,
when it was imposed stealthily by international bankers.
Some critics have scoffed that one ounce of pure silver
isn’t worth anywhere near $20, and isn’t worth even $10.
If we compare the price in Federal Reserve notes for the
NORFED money with the price for the U.S. Mint’s Silver
Eagles—also one ounce pure silver—might an investor be
wiser to buy the Silver Eagle? Or the Canadian Maple Leaf?
“The Liberty Dollar is absolutely not an investment, at
all,” von NotHaus told American Free Press. If investment is
your intention, he advises, you should buy silver or gold in
the cheapest form you can find it, such as in large ingots.
Although the LD is backed with silver and gold, its purpose
is to supplement the Fed note, not to supplant specie for
those who just want to hold valuable metals.
Best of all, with the rising price of silver, NORFED
intends to revalue its currency in the near future. Each $10
LD certificate will soon be replaced with a $20 certificate
and so on. So those who buy a number of certificates now
will be in a position to turn them back in to NORFED for
twice the face value.
Of course, the certificate will still be backed by the same
amount of silver; it is only in terms of Fed notes that the
value will be doubled. For example, you would be able to
buy twice as many pizzas with the currency you had prior to
the doubling.
It seems a deal that is hard to beat. For once, here is a
chance to “get in on the ground floor.”
★

It’s Time to
Audit the Fed!
ere’s an 8-page report
in full color that
exposes the Federal
Reserve for what it is: an economic fraud foisted upon
unsuspecting U.S. taxpayers.
What has happened to congressmen and others who
have challenged the Fed?
Why is Congress not overseeing this group of private
bankers who now control
America’s money? Why do so many patriots want the Fed
abolished? What have prominent patriots said about the
Federal Reserve? What did the Wright Patman probe of the
Fed reveal? What happened to Patman when he published
his findings? Who was Jerry Voorhis and what did he discover about the Fed? And the real biggie: Why hasn’t the privately-owned Fed ever been audited? Lots more. One copy
is $3; six copies are $10; 40 or more copies are just 50¢
each. Send payment to AFP, 645 Pennsylvania Avenue SE,
Suite 100, Washington, D.C. 20003 or call AFP toll free at
1-888-699-NEWS (6397) to charge to Visa or MasterCard.
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Real Reasons Major General
Was Reprimanded Are Baffling
hat defines conduct unbecoming an officer? Maj. Gen. Thomas Fiscus, judge
advocate general of the Air Force, opposed the harsh interrogation techniques
approved and later rescinded by Defense
Secretary Donald Rumsfeld for use on Guantanamo prisoners. Subsequently, Fiscus was reprimanded for a dozen sexual affairs during the last decade and may face disbarment
proceedings.
As the affairs were consensual with civilian and military
women, one doesn’t know whether the general is being
punished for sticking up for human rights or whether the
U.S. military thinks abstinence is a requirement of general
officers, with sexual license left to the dominatrix of Abu
Ghraib.
Punishing a general for sex is inconsistent with the
macho “burn, kill and destroy” image being cultivated by
the U.S. military in Iraq. Can a hegemonic army be commanded by saints?
Fiscus’s punishment is unlikely to stifle sex in the military. His punishment can, however, be defended as an
attempt to uphold rules against fraternization and conduct
unbecoming an officer. However impractical these old rules
might be in a military integrated with women and homosexuals, if these rules are not enforced, other rules will go by
the wayside, and the rot of demoralization will take hold.
What jumps out from this reasoning is the extent to
which the U.S. military, which abandoned the Geneva
Conventions against prisoner torture and the U.S. War
Crimes Act of 1996, is being a stickler at enforcing its rules
against sexual affairs. Is the military clutching the rule
against fraternization closely to its breast because it is the
only rule the military has left?
Alas, such may indeed be the case. White House Counsel
and Attorney General nominee Alberto Gonzales advised

W

President Bush in January 2002 that all laws and conventions against torture could be swept away simply by declaring detainees to be outside the protection of law and international agreements. Gonzales advised Bush to turn his
back on the “obsolete” and “quaint” requirements in the
Geneva Conventions for the humane treatment of prisoners. A year later, a Pentagon task force reasoned that the
president had the authority to approve any policy needed to
protect the nation’s security.
These are the “moralists” who are compelling Fiscus to
retire at a lower rank because he misbehaved with a dozen
women.
Numerous reports, including reports from the FBI, have
made it clear that torture of prisoners is more widespread
than the White House has admitted. Numerous reports
have made it clear that U.S. troops, whether from confusion, fear or sport, have slaughtered Iraqi civilians. Marines
destroyed the city of Fallujah, and the commander on the
scene claimed no Iraqi civilians were killed.
But Fiscus has behaved unbecomingly.
Bush, Vice President Dick Cheney, Rumsfeld and Deputy
Defense Secretary Paul Wolfowitz lied about Iraq having
weapons of mass destruction and being involved with the
Sept. 11 terrorist attack on the United States. The consequences of these lies: tens of thousands of dead Iraqi civilians and countless others wounded; Iraq’s infrastructure in
ruins; 1,325 dead U.S. troops and another 21,000 maimed
and wounded, and the toll is mounting; 150,000 U.S.
troops tied down by a few thousand ragtag insurgents; U.S.
alliances and reputation in tatters; and America roundly
hated throughout the Middle East.
But Fiscus behaved unbecomingly for an officer.
Yes, he did. And Bush behaved unbecomingly for a commander in chief. Cheney behaved unbecomingly for a vice
president. Rumsfeld and Wolfowitz behaved unbecomingly

Maj. Gen. Thomas Fiscus objected to Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld’s approval of the torture of Iraqis
and other Arabs. His vocal objections may have been at
the heart of why sexual misconduct charges were
recently filed against him.

for civilian leaders of the military.
But no one is being held accountable except Fiscus.
Is this right? Is this what Americans want? Do we want to
punish Fiscus for violating “obsolete and quaint” rules
against consensual sex but not punish government leaders
who tell us lies about Iraq and get our sons, fathers, husbands, brothers and daughters killed as a consequence? Do
Americans really want to be led by people who believe in
the efficacy of torture, military might and propagandistic
manipulation of an unsuspecting public?
If so, where is the virtue that neo-conservatives claim jus★
tifies American hegemony?
© 2004 CREATORS SYNDICATE, INC

None Dare Tell Truth When it Comes to Israel
By Willis A. Carto
he Dec. 31, 2004, issue of The Wall Street
Journal carried a significant article on page
one: “U.S. Revamps Policy on Torture of War
Prisoners, Legal Guidance Criticizes Aggressiveness of Old Rules, Redefines ‘Severe Pain.’”
The article, by Jess Bravin, begins:

T

The Bush administration issued a new definition of
what constitutes torture of an enemy prisoner during
interrogation, sharply scaling back its previous legal
position that pain approaching that of organ failure or
death was lawful, and retreating from earlier assertions
that the president can authorize torture.

Although the article states that President Bush has
never specifically authorized torture of prisoners in any
of his illegal wars, WSJ says that confidential memoranda has trickled down to the field, accounting for the
numerous incidents of torture of Iraqis and others.
The article also makes clear that Mr. Bush’s yet-to-be-

confirmed attorney general Alberto Gonzales has not
considered the “blowback”—the certain reciprocal treatment of luckless GIs who fall into the hands of our
leader’s enemies—or he just doesn’t give a damn.
Gonzales has already shown his ability to fashion
facile rationalizations to justify American lawlessness.
So this is what America has come to in its tolerance of
our boy president’s quest for global hegemony through
the irresponsible use of ruthless force and willy-nilly
devastation.
Patriots should not be surprised. As the United States
sinks to the status of a colony of Israel’s, it is to be
expected that our morals and patterns of action will ape
those of our superior. It is generally recognized that
Israel uses torture as one means of making the
Palestinians toe the line. One who expects a subordinate
to be superior to his chief expects an oxymoron.
Yes, America is a colony of Israel. The purpose of a
colony is to supply all of its resources and assets desired
by the “mother country,” and this is exactly America’s
role to Israel.

Can any other medium in America state this fact
openly? None dare speak the truth when it comes to
Israel.
One sure sign of a dictatorship is that the dictator’s
name can only be spoken with deep deference and
praise. How long has it been since you have heard Israel
criticized in print or on the air or in the halls of that
amphitheater of the absurd, Congress?
As this once-proud nation’s corrupt media supports
the Bush administration’s policy of global aggression, it
will never tell the truth: which is that America is a subject nation, totally at the mercy of whatever Israel wants,
be it more money or arms, the invasion of nations perceived as a threat to its hegemonic strategy or groveling
praise from the sorry media personalities who pollute
★
the atmosphere. How long, America, how long?
Longtime activist Willis A. Carto, a WWII veteran and a
recipient of the Purple Heart, is the publisher of THE BARNES
REVIEW magazine and a consultant to American Free Press.
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ADVERTISEMENT

Black Listed Cancer Treatment Could Save Your Life
Baltimore, MD— As unbelievable as it seems the key to stopping
many cancers has been around for
over 30 years. Yet it has been
banned. Blocked. And kept out of
your medicine cabinet by the very
agency designed to protect your
health—the FDA.
In 1966, the senior oncologist at a
prominent New York hospital
rocked the medical world when he
developed a serum that “shrank
cancer tumors in 45 minutes!” 90
minutes later they were gone...
Headlines hit every major paper
around the world. Scientists and
researchers applauded. Time and
again this life saving treatment
worked miracles, but the FDA
ignored the research and hope he
brought and shut him down.
You read that right. He was not
only shut down—but also forced
out of the country where others benefited from his discovery. That was
38 years ago. How many other
treatments have they been allowed
to hide? Just as in the case of Dr.
Burton’s miracle serum these too go
unmentioned.
Two-Nutrient Cancer
Breakthrough...
Decades ago, European research
scientist Dr. Johanna Budwig, a sixtime Nobel Award nominee, discovered a totally natural formula that
not only protects against the development of cancer, but people all
over the world who have been diagnosed with incurable cancer and
sent home to die have actually benefited from her research—and now
lead normal lives.

Six-time Nobel Nominee’s
Two-Nutrient Cancer
Breakthrough Revealed
After 30 years of study, Dr.
Budwig discovered that the blood of
seriously ill cancer patients was
deficient in certain substances and
nutrients. Yet, healthy blood always
contained these ingredients. It was
the lack of these nutrients that
allowed cancer cells to grow wild
and out of control.
By simply eating a combination
of two natural and delicious foods
(found on page 134) not only can
cancer be prevented—but in case

after case it was actually healed!
“Symptoms of cancer, liver dysfunction, and diabetes were completely
alleviated.” Remarkably, what Dr.
Budwig discovered was a totally natural way for eradicating cancer.
However, when she went to publish these results so that everyone
could benefit—she was blocked by
manufacturers with heavy financial stakes! For over 10 years now
her methods have proved effective—yet she is denied publication—blocked by the giants who
don’t want you to read her words.

They walked away from
traditional cancer treatments...
and were healed!
What’s more, the world is full of
expert minds like Dr. Budwig who
have pursued cancer remedies and
come up with remarkable natural
formulas and diets that work for
hundreds and thousands of patients.
How to Fight Cancer & Win author
William Fischer has studied these
methods and revealed their secrets
for you—so that you or someone
you love may be spared the horrors
of conventional cancer treatments.
As early as 1947, Virginia
Livingston, M.D., isolated a cancercausing microbe. She noted that
every cancer sample analyzed
(whether human or other animal)
contained it.
This microbe—a bacteria that is
actually in each of us from birth to
death—multiplies and promotes
cancer when the immune system is
weakened by disease, stress, or poor
nutrition. Worst of all, the microbes
secrete a special hormone protector
that short-circuits our body’s
immune system—allowing the
microbes to grow undetected for
years. No wonder so many patients
are riddled with cancer by the time
it is detected. But there is hope
even for them...
Turn to page 82 of How to Fight
Cancer & Win for the delicious diet
that can help stop the formation of
cancer cells and shrink tumors.
They walked away from traditional cancer treatments...and
were healed! Throughout the
pages of How to Fight Cancer &
Win you’ll meet real people who

were diagnosed with cancer—suffered through harsh conventional
treatments—turned their backs on
so called modern medicine—only
to be miraculously healed by natural means! Here is just a sampling
of what others have to say about
the book.
“We purchased How to Fight
Cancer & Win, and immediately my
husband started following the recommended diet for his just diagnosed colon cancer. He refused the
surgery that our doctors advised.
Since following the regime recommended in the book he has had no
problems at all, cancer-wise. If not
cured, we believe the cancer has to
be in remission.”
—Thelma B.
“I bought How to Fight Cancer &
Win and this has to be the greatest
book I’ve ever read. I have had
astounding results from the easy to
understand knowledge found in this
book. My whole life has improved
drastically and I have done so much
for many others. The information
goes far beyond the health thinking
of today.”
—Hugh M.
“I can’t find adequate words to
describe my appreciation of your
work in providing How to Fight
Cancer & Win. You had to do an
enormous amount of research to
bring this vast and most important
knowledge to your readers.
My doctor found two tumors on
my prostate with a high P.S.A. He
scheduled a time to surgically
remove the prostate, but I canceled
the appointment. Instead I went on
the diet discussed in the book combined with another supplement.
Over the months my P.S.A. has lowered until the last reading was one
point two.”
—Duncan M.
“In my 55 years as a Country
Family Physician, I have never
read a more ‘down to earth,’ practical resume of cancer prevention
and treatments, than in this book.
It needs to be studied worldwide
for the prevention of cancer by all
researchers who are looking for a
cure.”
—Edward S.,MD
“As a cancer patient who has been

battling lymphatic cancer on and off
for almost three years now, I was very
pleased to stumble across How to
Fight Cancer & Win. The book was
inspiring, well-written and packed
with useful information for any cancer patient looking to maximize his or
her chances for recovery.”
—Romany S.
“I’ve been incorporating Dr.
Budwig’s natural remedy into my
diet and have told others about it.
Your book is very informative and
has information I’ve never heard
about before (and I’ve read many
books on the cancer and nutrition
link). Thanks for the wonderful
information.”
—Molly G.

...not only can cancer be
prevented—but cases
reveal it could be healed!
Don’t waste another minute.
There are only a limited number of
books in stock—and unless order
volume is extraordinarily high we
may not be able to print more lifesaving copies. Claim your book
today and you will be one of the
lucky few who no longer have to
wait for cures that get pushed
“underground” by big business and
money hungry giants.
To get your copy of How to Fight
Cancer & Win visit our website at
www.agorahealthbooks.com/afp25 or
call 1-888-821-3609 and ask for
code P6F17 to order by credit card.
Or write “Fight Cancer—Dept.
P6F17” on a plain piece of paper
with your name, address, phone
number (in case we have a question
about your order) and mail it with a
check for $19.95 plus $5.00 shipping to:
Agora Health Books
Dept. P6F17
P.O. Box 925
Frederick, MD 21705-9838
If you are not completely satisfied,
return the book within one year for a
complete and total refund—no
questions asked. This will probably
be the most important information
you and your loved ones receive—
so order today!

ID# P6F17
©2005 Agora Health Books, LLC
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Spotlight on Congress

Congress Puts Tax Reform
On Legislative Back Burner
Privatizing Social Security, Spending Cuts Are New Priority
he administration is pushing Congress so
hard on Social Security reform and deep cuts
in non-defense spending that changes to the
tax code—until recently a “top priority”—
will be on the back-burner until next year,
officials say.
White House officials have determined that getting a
budget approved with painful domestic cuts and Social
Security reforms will keep them too occupied to deal
with radical tax changes.
President George W. Bush is to soon name a panel to
examine tax policy, but will leave it to the Treasury
Department to monitor the panel’s work. Officials predict Treasury Secretary John Snow will eventually recommend incremental changes to the tax code, not replacing
it with a new system, such as a national sales tax or a single flat-tax rate.
“The likelihood of a really dramatic change is fairly
low,” Kevin Hassett, director of economic policy studies
at the American Enterprise Institute, told The Washington
Post. “They’re sort of punting, said an economic adviser
with strong administration contacts. He said Bush is
unlikely to turn his attention to the tax issue until 2006,
and then only if the budget and Social Security issues
have been resolved.
An overhaul of the tax code remains a Bush priority,
said Claire Buchan, a White House spokesman, citing a
White House economic conference in December that
devoted a panel to tax simplification.
But Bush devoted his time to Social Security reforms
and limits on civil lawsuits at the conference. His one
mention of tax reform came when he reiterated his support for the permanent repeal of the estate tax, commonly called the “death tax.” Ending the estate tax, Bush
said, would eliminate 300 pages of the tax code.
Lobbyists have been looking for clues in a 2002 study
done for the Treasury Department by Pamela Olson, former assistant secretary. She said the report has had heavy
attention in recent months.
Her report recommends that Bush’s previous tax proposals be enhanced, not replaced. Congress would create
lifetime savings accounts and retirement savings
accounts to replace the current array of tax-preferred savings accounts for retirement, education and health care.
A lifetime savings account would allow each individual to save up to $5,000 a year, shielding capital gains,

T

YOUR INFLUENCE COUNTS!
Contact the U.S. Capitol switchboard at 202-224-3121 or toll free 1-800648-3516. Call and ask for your lawmaker’s office. Write your representative in
care of the House of Representatives, Washington, D.C. 20515. Write both of
your senators in care of the U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C. 20510. Check
on the status of any legislation by calling 202-225-1772. Copies of
AFP’s Citizen’s Rule Book—full text of Constitution, Declaration, Bill
of Rights, Juror’s Rights—order AFP’s Citizen’s Rule Book. Pocketsized. 1-2 copies are $3 each. 10 or more $1.50 each. Call
1-888-699-6397 to charge to Visa or MasterCard.

interest and personal income from all taxation. Unlike
existing tax-favored accounts, the money could be withdrawn at any time for any reason. A family of four could
shield $20,000 a year from taxation. Since few
Americans could save that much, capital gains, interest
and dividend taxation would end for the vast majority of
Americans, the study said.
The Treasury study also recommends repeal of the
alternative minimum tax, a parallel system established to
ensure the rich pay taxes but that increasingly ensnares
the middle class because of inflation. For low- and mid-

‘PRIVATIZING’ SOCIAL SECURITY

“Privatizing” Social Security could be a good thing if
it were optional, there was no national debt and a huge
budget surplus to offset start-up costs. And, with the
American Association of Retired Persons scaring 36 million old people into opposition, President Bush’s plan is
facing a hard sell.
Bush’s plan would in no way affect people now drawing Social Security checks, only young people decades
away from retirement. It would allow, not require, one-

Uncle
Sam’s
Will

dle-income Americans, the standard deduction would be
significantly increased.
The four categories for tax filing—married filing jointly, married filing separately, single and head of household—would be simplified to just married couples and
all others. The six current income tax rates—10 percent,
15 percent, 25 percent, 33 percent and 35 percent—
would shrink to four, dropping the 28 percent and 33
percent brackets.
To offset part of the lost revenues, the treasury plan
would tax the value of an employee’s health insurance
benefits as if it were income. “Most Social Security benefits” would also be taxed as income, the study says.
Finally, the plan eliminates the itemized deduction for
state and local tax payments.

third of an individual’s Social Security taxes to be invested in private accounts. Wall Street would surely celebrate.
Larry Lindsey, Bush’s former top economic advisor,
told syndicated columnist Morton Kondracke that if
Kondracke had been allowed to invest one-third of his
and his employer’s Social Security taxes—up to a maximum of $1,000 a month— starting at age 28, he would
have a much larger retirement income.
Lindsey calculated that if Kondracke had invested
one-third in a stock index account, it would now be
worth $157,0000 and pay a monthly benefit of $911 on
retirement. Since two-thirds was paid in Social Security
taxes, that would be an additional monthly benefit of
$1,179 for a total of $2,096. That, Kondracke said, is significantly better than the $1,787 promised in his annual

Spotlight on Congress
Social Security statement.
But there’s a hooker: under the plan Lindsey thinks
Bush will propose, inflation adjustments would be
pegged to the cost of living rather than to average wages.
This would leave him, Kondracke said, with $1,197 a
month—only $18 more than if he had remained in traditional Social Security.
Also, there is always the possibility that investments
in the Stock Market will lose value. For example, if
younger workers had invested one-third of their Social
Security taxes in the tech bubble in the late 1990s or in
Enron they could have lost everything—a frightening
proposition for someone who is trying to save for the
future.
CONFIRMATION CONFRONTATION

Two days before hearings on the confirmation of
Alberto Gonzales as the first Hispanic attorney general,
12 retired senior military officers urged Congress to consider his role in the torturing of prisoners in the “war on
terrorism.” They held a press conference in Washington
on Jan. 4 where they released a letter to the Senate
Judiciary Committee. All were retired generals or admirals. Signers included Gen. John Shalikashvili, former
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
The letter urged senators to closely examine
Gonzales’s behavior as White House counsel, when he
advised the president that the Geneva Conventions—
which outlaw torture—do not apply when dealing with
enemy combatants or terrorism suspects. Mistreatment
of prisoners in Afghanistan, Iraq and those held at
Guantanamo in Cuba later produced screaming headlines around the world.
“Mr. Gonzales’s recommendations—those he wrote
and those he supervised—show no respect for decades
of military judgments about the importance of the
Geneva Conventions and the rules of interrogation,”
said Gen. Joseph Hoar (USMC).”His opinions, and the
actions that followed, not only put our troops at risk,
they put our nation’s honor at risk.”
Congressional staffers expect the hearings to be
rough but for Gonzales to be eventually confirmed.
ETHICS CHANGES REJECTED

In a surprise move, House Republicans voted unanimously against changes in the Ethics Committee—at the
request of the intended beneficiary, Majority Leader Tom
DeLay of Texas.
Under the proposed changes, DeLay could remain
majority leader even if indicted in a fund-raising investigation in Texas. DeLay told his colleagues that he does
not expect to be indicted and he did not want the committee’s standards compromised.
There had been strong opposition from the start
within Republican ranks after Speaker Dennis Hastert
(R-Ill.) and other leaders proposed the changes. Among
them were Rep. Joel Hefley (R-Colo.), chairman of the
panel formally known as the Committee on Standards
of Official Conduct. Changes that would make it harder
to discipline congressmen were also abandoned.
★

AFP’s Special Report: Nine Reasons
Why the Budget Is a Fraud
Every year Congress and the president fuss about how they’re going
to spend your tax money and how they can keep the federal budget
deficit under a trillion dollars. All the wrangling and debate mean
NOTHING—The federal budget is a complete and utter fraud. Nine
Reasons Why the Budget is a Fraud—one copy is $3; 6 copies are $10;
40 or more copies are just 50¢ each. Order from AFP, 645
Pennsylvania Avenue SE, Suite 100, Washington, D.C. 20003. Use
the coupon on page 24.
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Homeland In-Security

Homeland Insecurity
America’s Dysfunctional Boondoggle
Gets $40 Billion Budget to Burn
By Richard Walker

G

iven the damaging criticisms of the Department
of Homeland Security in 2004, this year could
be even rougher for an organization with a projected budget of $40.2 billion and a staff of
183,000. Last year, the 9-11 commissioners
warned of the dangers of Department of Homeland Security
(DHS) budgets becoming part of Washington’s “pork barrel” merry-go-round with members of Congress using DHS
funds for pet projects in their respective constituencies.
But that warning paled in comparison to criticisms of
homeland security strategy by Clark Kent Ervin, the DHS
inspector general.
A Harvard-educated lawyer who had served under
President George Bush when he was governor of Texas, and
earlier under George H. W. Bush when he was president,
Ervin was given the role of government watchdog at the
DHS in January 2003. Known as an incisive thinker with a
tendency to be blunt, it clearly did not occur to the White

House that he would quickly become the most outspoken
critic of the DHS—a product of the largest federal departmental reform since the creation of the Pentagon.
Ervin would eventually describe the DHS as a dysfunctional, poorly managed bureaucracy while it was under the
guardianship of Tom Ridge. But those comments would
only come after he had made no attempt to hide the many
shortcomings of the agency and its failure to recognize and
address them.
Perhaps, given his history of criticism of the DHS, the
White House made no effort to re-nominate him when his
recess appointment expired on Dec. 8. Curiously, the Senate
had never confirmed him in his post and after almost two
years, the White House made little mention of his passing.
Looking back at his time in office, it is now clear that
Ervin was never going to be timid when it came to challenging White House assertions that the DHS had made
America safer. He exposed screening failures at airports by
sending undercover teams of auditors to airports across the
country. They discovered it was still possible, two years after

Vague Mission, Shadowy Budget
By Richard Walker

T

he specific duties of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and specifics about its
multi-billion dollar budget are at best ambiguous and difficult to break down because of a
multitude of overlapping services and agencies.
The official web site of the DHS says that the new
agency has been tasked with a mission to “prevent terrorist attacks within the United States, reduce America’s vulnerability to terrorism, and minimize the damage from
potential attacks and natural disasters.”
The most significant objective of DHS, according to its
web site, will be to “transform and realign the current
confusing patchwork of government activities into a single department.”
State and local police will now be turning to one massive federal bureaucracy for “matters related to training,
equipment, planning, exercises and other critical homeland security needs.”
In the 2004 budget, $18 billion was slated for border
and transportation security. Of that, $6.8 billion was
attached to the Coast Guard, which is now under the
umbrella of DHS, of which $500 million was for a project called “Deepwater” and $20 million for search and
rescue. Two other Coast Guard programs amounted to a
further $199 million, leaving over $6 billion presumably
for maintaining the Coast Guard service. Under the listing
National Emergency Response, $500 million was allocat-

ed for national disasters.
According to the DHS, $11 billion was provided in
2004 for state and local preparedness and $5.6 billion
was secured for the president’s Project BioShield to buy
drugs, vaccines and other medical supplies to use in the
event of a bio-chem attack.
In the 2005 budget request, major sums were again
allocated to safeguard transportation and the U.S. border,
as well as to prepare for biological and chemical attacks.
There were also $121 million set aside for a new DHS
headquarter and $131 million for bonuses for “top performers.”
When it comes to assessing how much of the DHS
budget is actually devoted to intelligence, that is hard to
determine. There are many DHS agencies with intelligence responsibilities and 22 references were made to the
term “intelligence” in the 2005 budget request but without specifying how much would be spent on intelligence,
especially on the department’s Information Analysis and
Protection Directorate which is part of the intelligence
community. That is the unit former inspector general
Clark Ervin said had been crippled from the time it was
set up. While the 2005 budget request for that unit
amounted to $865 million, it was unclear how much of
the sum was intended for intelligence projects.
The 2005 DHS budget request document stretched to
64 pages. In comparison, the NASA budget request for the
same period, asking for $15 billion, extended to 378
★
pages to justify its needs.

When Clark Kent Ervin (inset), erstwhile inspector general for the United
States, pointed out that only 6 percent of containers arriving in the
United States were being inspected,
he raised the hackles and earned the
ire of President Bush and Tom Ridge.

9-11, to sneak weapons past federal security and baggage
screeners.
Much to the embarrassment of the White House, he also
questioned the ability of the DHS to deal effectively with
the major challenges of inspecting cargo at American seaports. His investigations showed that only 6 percent of the
thousands of containers that arrived every day at ports were
inspected. Those inspections were only ordered when irregularities were discovered on cargo manifests. In Ervin’s view
that was a shortsighted strategy since illicit drug and weapons traffickers and would-be bombers could ensure that
cargo manifests did not contain any details that would suggest they were bogus.
One of his last reports, due to be published at the end of
January, refers to the DHS as a dysfunctional bureaucratic
machine that has failed to plug gaping holes in the nation’s
security. While he admits there were improvements made to
security such as hardened cockpits, more air marshals and
the arming of some pilots, even in those areas he detected
flaws.
What most concerned him during his 23 months as
inspector general was that such a massive undertaking as
the DHS, which required the merging of 22 federal agencies
into a cohesive department whose primary mission was
protecting the United States from future attacks, lacked
overall management expertise—the kind of expertise available in private industry.
In making that point, it was clear to many observers that
Ervin disapproved of Bush’s decision to appoint a crony
politician like Ridge to lead a massive undertaking when it
would have been more judicious to have selected someone
with proven CEO credentials.
EMBARRASSING MOMENTS

There were many embarrassing moments for both the
White House and Ridge while Ervin had his sharp eyes
trained on the inner workings of the DHS. For example, he
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People in Profile
publicly admonished the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) for holding a lavish $500,000 awards banquet
for its senior managers. A bill for the banquet revealed that
the TSA was charged $1,500 for three cheese displays and
$3.75 for each soft drink.
Worse still, in Ervin’s view, the TSA awarded a total of
$1,449,976 to 88 of its senior managers, and each bonus of
$16,447 represented a 33 percent hike on the level of
bonuses awarded to managers at other federal agencies.
Ervin’s most explosive comments about DHS were not
made in his reports to Congress but in an op-ed column in
a New York newspaper. Perhaps due to the Christmas period, what he had to say had little political impact yet his
comments represented the most damning indictment of an
agency that has had its budget increased by $3.6 billion for
2005.
In his commentary, Ervin wrote that part of the department’s difficulty in carrying out its mission stemmed from
its finances which “quite simply are a mess.”
While making the point that the details would not mean
much to those unfamiliar with audits, he said, “the practical implications were troubling.”

What a ‘Kerikter’
President Bush’s selection
of Former New York City
Police Commissioner
Bernie Kerik to be his next
chief of the Homeland
Security Department (DHS)
was not one of President
Bush’s shining moments.
Or maybe Kerik would have
fit in just fine at DHS, what
with newly released information exposing DHS as a
poorly managed dysfunctional boondoggle and
Kerik accused of ties to
organized crime and other
questionable activities.

THE STR ANGE TALE OF

SPENDING OUT OF CONTROL

Ervin went so far as to accuse the Immigration and
Customs Enforcement Bureau of not keeping track of its
spending to the point that some of its activities had to be
frozen, “severely hampering its performance” in tracking
and deporting illegal aliens.
He also leveled a broadside at the TSA for overpaying
Boeing $50 million and for its lavish awards ceremony,
adding that such types of government spending were always
disturbing but at DHS the stakes were higher.
“Any money wasted is money not spent on keeping
America safe,” he wrote.
He made it clear he believed the DHS had failed to live
up to its promise in the field of intelligence. First, he pointed out that one of the critical reasons for setting up the DHS
was order to prevent another 9-11 by centralizing in one
agency all information about threats against the United
States. To that end, the DHS created the information-analysis unit but the unit was “crippled from the start.”
According to Ervin, others froze out the unit in what he
called the “highly competitive and clubby intelligence community.” In particular, the Terrorist Threat Integration
Center was created and placed under the control of the CIA
and the Terrorist Screening Center was given to the FBI.
Both decisions, in his view, made the DHS analysis-information unit a “junior partner.”
AND THAT’S NOT ALL

And that was not all he had to say on the issue of intelligence:
“The department is woefully behind in compiling a list
of the critical components of the nation’s infrastructure and
in developing plans to protect them against terrorist threats.
As now constituted, the list is said to be a hodgepodge of
sectors and sites with little apparent rhyme or reason other
than politics. Since the nation cannot protect every bridge,
utility, chemical plant, farm or factory, sound criteria must
be developed to determine which are most critical to
national security and, in turn, which are most vulnerable to
terrorist attack. Then a plan must be developed to protect
these targets,” he wrote in his column.
“Unrecognized problems tend to go uncorrected, and
unaccountable institutions tend to be ineffective,” he
warned.
Ervin has announced that he intends to write a book
about his time at the DHS. This is one book the White
House is probably hoping will take a long time to get published.
★
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Big, Bad Bernie Kerik
By Keith Kenyon

O

n the recommendation of New York Mayor Rudy
Giuliani, President Bush named Bernard Kerik as
a possible chief of Department of Homeland
Security on Dec. 3, 2004. But Kerik promptly unappointed himself when some details of his interesting
background started leaking out.
He admitted that he had dodged paying all required
taxes for his nanny-housekeeper and to top that, the
woman was an illegal immigrant. Although this is as far as
most of the big media went, there’s really considerably
more to Bernie’s background that should have decidedly
disqualified him from consideration for any job other
than, perhaps, head jailer at Abu Ghraib or Guantanamo.
For instance, one of his numerous mistresses, Judith
Regan, says that Bernie is “insane and maniacal.” Just what
the difference is between insane and maniacal we aren’t
quite sure, but either should qualify for skepticism as to
Bernie’s qualifications to be chief enforcer of the two
Patriot Acts, compendious volumes that give the administration authority to suspend the Constitution, do away
with search warrants and habeas corpus and police America
without the inconvenience of state and local law enforcement.
A few other questions about Bernie’s qualifications
lurk in the background.
At one time, he held $6.2 million worth of stock in
Taser International, which manufactures stun devices for
cops and military use, and is pitching its wares to the very
Department of Homeland Security to which Bush
appointed him.
Other questionable or embarrassing (at least they
would be embarrassing to most people) incidents in
Bernie’s rich background could be explored.
It has been widely alleged, if not publicized by the
loyal pro-Bush media, that Bernie has connections with
people suspected of doing business with the mob. And
there are others:

• Nagging questions about $1 million in tobacco
rebates for cigarettes sold to prisoners when he was New
York state corrections commissioner;
• A married man, Bernie is alleged to have carried on
extramarital affairs with two other women, simultaneously;
• His hasty and mysterious exit from Baghdad after a
huge explosion;
• His assignment of a NYC detective to Ohio to gather
information on his own mother, whom he branded a
prostitute;
• The assignment of several NYPD homicide detectives
to retrieve a cell phone lost by former mistress Regan;
• After Bernie failed to make payments on a New Jersey
condominium he owned, a bench warrant was issued for
his arrest;
• According to The New York Post, Bernie owed some
$20,000 in maintenance charges on the condo.
In short, Dubya’s selection of Bernie is not one of his
shining moments.
Heads of state have in the past made possibly worse
appointments, such as Caligula’s appointment of his
horse, Incitatus, as a Roman consul in 40 A.D. in the
declining days of the Roman Empire.
As part of his annual budget of $2.1 trillion, Dubya
spends, according to columnist John Hall and other
sources, some $80 billion for official snoopers and
enforcers, such as the FBI, CIA, National Security Agency,
Homeland Security and at least a dozen other federal
agencies.
Yet he was unable to find out anything about Bernie.
He could have called up one of any of the numerous
credit agencies or private detective agencies around
Washington and asked for a credit check on Mr. Kerik. For
$100 he would have received an eyeful.
Or Bush could have had a White House intern
“Google” “Bernie Kerik” on the Internet for free to dredge
up reams of dirt on the former commissioner that would
make any true twice-born Christian blush.
★
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Millions of Americans Manipulated
By Big Media’s Bogus ‘Infotainment’
By Michael Collins Piper

B

Billionaire media titan S.I. Newhouse Jr. (above), a key
player in the Israeli lobby, owns the popular Sunday
magazine, Parade, which publishes the weekly “Walter
Scott” column—pseudonymously written by Ed Klein
(inset)—which promotes a political agenda amidst
celebrity gossip.

e careful about what you think is “light news”
and “entertainment.” Sometimes it’s nothing
more than flat-out political propaganda. A
prime example of such carefully disguised opinion peddling, masquerading as something else
entirely, is “Walter Scott’s Personality Parade.” Appearing
every week, prominently placed on page 2 of Parade magazine, the popular Sunday magazine that accompanies some
340 American newspapers each week, this column reaches
an estimated audience of 75 million readers.
No wonder that the column is said to be America’s
“most read gossip column,” especially considering the fact
that even the popular gossip magazine, People, sells a comparatively paltry 400,000 copies each week, reaching just
about 74.5 million fewer readers than “Scott.”
Whether you actually read it or not, the fact is that millions of Americans do follow “Scott” and much of the information that appears in the column is not just celebrity gossip. Instead, there’s a lot of no-holds-barred political commentary with a real agenda behind it, buried amidst the stories of Elizabeth Taylor’s marriages and illnesses and Oprah
Winfrey’s diets and the latest music and acting sensations.
The column features questions, presumably from real
readers, with a pithy answer from a seemingly omniscient
“Walter Scott.”
Here are some basics you need to know: Number one,
there is no “Walter Scott”—at least no nice gossipy fellow by
that name who is writing the column.
From 1958 to 1991, journalist Lloyd Shearer was the pri-
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mary author of the column.
However, word has it that the column has been a collaborative effort with input from no less than veteran
Washington peephole journalist Jack Anderson and his late
mentor Drew Pearson.
Anderson once publicly bragged that he received a lot of
his information about people, places and things from the
Anti-Defamation League (ADL) of B’nai B’rith, a private spy
organization that acts as a conduit for Israel’s intelligence
service, Mossad.
In addition, Pearson’s own biographer admitted that
Pearson was so much a conduit for the ADL that Pearson’s
ex-mother-in-law, famed newspaper publisher Cissy
Patterson, once called the columnist “both undercover
agent and mouthpiece for the ADL.”
One former Pearson investigator, John Henshaw,
revealed publicly that the ADL paid Anderson’s expenses for
his work for Pearson, for which, in return, Pearson (and
Anderson) would float ADL opinion as “news” in their
newspaper columns and in feature articles for various other
publications, including Parade.
But officially today the “real” Walter Scott is actually Ed
Klein who does happen to be listed on Parade’s masthead as
a “contributing editor”—along with a host of others.
Nowhere, though, in Parade is he noted as the real author of
“Walter Scott’s Personality Parade,”(although Parade’s website acknowledges it) nor does Parade note anywhere that
“Walter Scott” is a non-existent individual insofar as the column is concerned. Nor, for that matter, is there any indication that such a person ever existed in the Parade sphere of
writers.
Although noms des plumes are an old and respected newspaper tradition, the linking of a false name to a regular col-

—Jim Tucker, AFP Reporter
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umn, in the view of many newsmen, crosses an ethical line.
Who then is Ed Klein? Actually he’s a pretty well-connected figure with an interesting history. First of all, he’s a
former editor of The New York Times Magazine, the weekly
Sunday magazine voice of what may well be the most powerful daily newspaper in America.
Klein is also a longtime member of the quietly influential and globalist-oriented Council on Foreign Relations, the
Rockefeller family-funded New York-based branch of the
Royal Institute of International Affairs operating out of
London and which is funded by the international corporate
and banking empire of the Rothschild family, who are the
virtual money lords of Europe.
Klein also has some books under his belt, the most interesting of which is probably The Kennedy Curse. The book—
which is a rehash of all the disasters that have befallen that
family—is memorable for its not-so-subtle assertion, in the
opening pages, that a lot of folks actually believe that the
Kennedys have suffered so much trouble because an
Orthodox Jewish rabbi once put a curse on the family’s
patriarch, Joseph P. Kennedy.
Here’s something else to keep in mind. Although the
copyright for items in Parade magazine is listed to “Parade
Publications,” Parade magazine is a wholly owned subsidiary of Advance Publications. And if you don’t know
about Advance Publications, you should. Advance is owned
by Samuel I. “Si” Newhouse and his lesser-known brother
Donald—cumulatively worth $14 billion—who are listed
jointly as the 25th richest people in America by Forbes magazine.
The Newhouse family—who own major newspapers in
small cities across America, ranging from The Patriot News in
Harrisburg, Pa., to the Cleveland, Ohio Plain Dealer to the
New Orleans Times-Picayune—are well-known as patrons of
Israel and of pro-Israel groups such as the ADL.
According to all accepted mainstream sources on the
matter, the Newhouse group has never been known to hesitate to use its media empire to advance political causes.
“Si” Newhouse is so influential that—at the request of
then-Sen. Jesse Helms (R-N.C.)—Newhouse persuaded
many leading American pro-Israel financial contributors to
cut off funding for Helms’s re-election opponent, North
Carolina Gov. Jim Hunt. Helms had promised to stop criticizing Israel and be a solid friend to the Middle East state,
which indeed Helms quickly and shamelessly became.
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Veteran Washington gossip peddler Jack Anderson
(above), long associated with Parade magazine,
was a self-admitted conduit for “information” provided by the Anti-Defamation League (ADL) of
B’nai B’rith, which, in turn, has been funded by the
Newhouse family which owns Parade.
PROPAGANDA

A prime example of how the Newhouse family and their
editor Klein have put political propaganda and opinion
right up front in Parade came in the most recent Jan. 2,
2005, issue.
The carefully-worded and quite loaded lead-in question
—credited to a Konrad Perlman of Washington, who evidently does exist—asks: “Critics of the CIA’s new head, Porter Goss, say he unfairly blames the spy agency for failures
in Iraq that were caused, in fact, by political pressure from
the Bush White House. Do you agree with those critics?”
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Klein, posing as “Scott,” answers firmly: “No,” and then
authoritatively asserts: “The CIA’s wrong data on Saddam’s
weapons of mass destruction and the postwar Iraqi resistance were failures of intelligence-gathering and analysis that
can’t be explained by political pressure. The spy agency has
long been in need of a thorough shake-up, and Goss
deserves a chance to do it.”
While there are more than a few who believe that the
CIA deserves a house-cleaning, what “Scott” does not tell
his vast reading audience is the fact that much of the false
information that was supplied to the CIA actually came
from the intelligence service of the Newhouse family’s
favorite foreign nation, Israel.
This is a point that has been freely acknowledged in the
Israeli press and even in limited circulation American publications such as Forward, the most influential Jewish community newspaper in America.
Nor does “Scott” point out that Deputy Defense
Secretary Paul Wolfowitz and his lieutenant, Douglas Feith,
set up what might be called their own “parallel” or even “inhouse” intelligence network inside the Pentagon. It was
composed of fellow enthusiasts for Israel, who were supplying much of the false data used by the Bush administration to “confirm” the administration’s public claims about
Saddam Hussein’s purported drive to build weapons of
mass destruction (WMD).
“Scott” dismisses the claim—about which there can be
no doubt—that the neo-conservative war-hawks were putting pressure on the CIA and other intelligence agencies to
provide “proof” that Saddam was building WMD. “Scott”
says this pressure had nothing do with anything of substance.
This, of course, is just one example of how a particular
spin, based on a particular agenda, can be found in “Walter
Scott’s Personality Parade,” and perhaps this brief overview
of the “who, what, when, where, why and how” of what
“Scott” is all about will prove fruitful for those who want to
know “the news behind the news.”
★
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New Video ‘Enrapturing’
By Michael Collins Piper
remarkable video documentary has just been
released. It’s one that persons interested in the
Middle East conflict, from whatever point of
view, need to view and digest for themselves.
Whatever you think about the Bible or about
the conflict over the land of Palestine, this is a documentary
that puts it all into a perspective that makes it possible to see
the big picture, perhaps once and for all.
With heavy-handed promotion from such elite “mainstream” publications as Time and Newsweek, a television
evangelist-turned-novelist named Tim LaHaye has become
not only very rich, but also the best-known advocate of a
particular relatively modern biblical “interpretation”—one
heartily rejected by more traditional Christians. To put it
bluntly, LaHaye’s religious teachings have the interests and
survival of the state of Israel, rather than Jesus Christ, as
their foundation.
As those who’ve bothered to study the historical facts
know, LaHaye’s theological line has its roots not in the Bible
but instead in the literary concoctions of one Cyrus
Scofield, whose late 19th century divinations were first
given widespread promotion in the early years of the 20th
century by the Rothschild family-dominated Oxford
University Press in England. Later they were heavily promoted in Christian theological seminaries in America.
To this day, most mainstream Christian churches reject
the Scofield-LaHaye theology as being without biblical
foundation. It still has gained widespread acceptance
among a large portion of the American public who rely on
television preachers such as LaHaye (and small-fry ministers
who follow the lead of LaHaye and others like him) for
their religious guidance.
Because the Scofield-LaHaye version of the Bible quite
conveniently has a twist that lends itself to the propaganda
interests of the Israeli Defense Ministry, this particular
brand of “Christianity” has become the Christian flavor of
choice, so to speak, for pro-Israel elements who are influen-

A

tial within the corporate and editorial decision-making levels of the American media.
In short, in case you haven’t figured it out, this is why
LaHaye’s modern-day writings are getting vast promotion
by the major media in America that has never been known
to be friendly to traditional Christian teachings.
One portion of LaHaye’s brand of religion is the thesis
known as “the rapture,” the idea that millions of Christians
will ultimately be whisked off the surface of planet Earth
and that everybody left behind is going to suffer a literal hell
on Earth.
It’s a scary story, for sure. Yet, the truth is that there are a
lot of good solid traditional Christian ministers, theologians, lay people and others who say all of this is really
nothing more than “the greatest nightmare ever sold.”
As such, these traditional Christians are now are standing up and directly telling LaHaye, Jerry Falwell, Pat Robertson and other rapture rabble-rousers to “sit down and shut
up,” albeit doing it both elegantly and eloquently, armed
with the best ammunition and argumentation possible: the
word of holy scripture itself.
In a new documentary, available in both VHS and DVD,
some of America’s most outspoken critics of the LaHaye
cult, have joined together to quite effectively put to rest the
false teachings of the false prophets, these high priests of
doom, so to speak. The Rapture: Biblical Fact or Left Behind
Fiction? is a devastating 57-minute video that will give viewers literally a whole new lease on life, freeing them from the
often-outlandish and cruel visions of Scofield that have
been pawned off on millions of innocent Christians.
Video producer John Anderson and his colleagues such
as Don K. Preston and others cite biblical scripture, which
demonstrates the fraud of what Scofield laid down in his
own peculiar “interpretation” of the Bible. It is, in and of
itself, an amazing demonstration of how thoroughly fallacious 19th-century teachings have been inadvertently
accepted by millions of modern-day Christians as “biblical
truth.” Anderson and company don’t rely on “footnotes”
crafted by Scofield. No, they go to the Scriptures themselves,

To order The Rapture (VHS or DVD format, 57 minutes, #1169,
$25) send payment to FIRST AMENDMENT BOOKS, 645 Pennsylvania Avenue SE, Suite 100, Washington, D.C. 20003. Specify
DVD or VHS format. Call 1-888-699-NEWS (6397) toll free to
charge to Visa or MasterCard.

the real source on the matter.
Whatever your religious persuasion, you’ll find this production quite fascinating and a remarkable introduction to
an array of personalities and points of view that you might
not otherwise be aware about.
Agree or disagree with Anderson or LaHaye, you won’t
be able to discuss the Middle East conflict intelligently without understanding how theological conflicts even within
Christianity itself have an impact on the conduct of U.S. foreign policy.
★

Former German Red Turns Right, Defends Imprisoned Scholars
By Richard Walker
erman citizen Horst Mahler has been an
enfant terrible of German society for decades.
Today, he has become one of the most outspoken advocates for German nationalism
and the hundreds of historians and publishers who have been prosecuted in Germany on charges of
thought crimes.
In the 1960s, Mahler, a brilliant lawyer and architect,
had been an ardent advocate of a radical Marxist overthrow
of the German government. He is credited with defending
left-wing Marxist terrorist groups, including the BaaderMeinhof Gang.
Mahler believed so strongly in the need to take down the
German government that, in the early 1970s, officials arrested him and charged him with being involved in a terrorist
group. He was eventually sentenced to serve more than a
decade in prison.
After serving his time, Mahler, with the help of the cur-

G

rent German Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder, a personal
friend, gained readmission to the German legal system in
the late 1980s and began practicing law in Berlin.
However, today Mahler has reversed his Marxist political
leanings and has become a strong supporter of German
nationalism.
He has also condemned the German government for
prosecuting historians and scholars for violating the country’s repressive “thought crimes.” Mahler has described
them as “martyrs for a future German rebirth.”
Recently, Mahler was again in the public’s eye when he
spoke out in defense of a German magazine editor who
published new facts about the Holocaust and was never
charged with any thought crimes.
Fritjof Meyer, the editor-in-chief of Germany’s largest
newsmagazine, Der Spiegel, had published a sensational
report about Auschwitz in the small, historical, establishment monthly Osteuropa in 2002. Meyer wrote that not
more than 356,000 Jews and non-Jews died through Zyklon
B gas. The total number of deaths for Auschwitz, he said, is

510,000. Establishment figures first claimed that 6 million
Jews were gassed but since then have scaled that figure to
1.5 million died there.
Mahler then began a highly controversial legal campaign
aimed at compelling the German court to take notice of the
most controversial aspects of historical revisionism.
He was on trial for public incitement and has been convicted of publicly condoning criminal activities. He was
fined several thousand euros in 2003 for publicly sanctioning the 9-11 terrorist attacks.
However, through his gifted legal responses, he has managed to turn the table on the German courts.
Since then, charges have been dropped against Mahler.
Considering Mahler’s eccentric and often-extreme views,
one would not expect anybody to take him seriously. Fact is,
however, Mahler’s arguments are falling on fertile ground
within the German population. Germans get increasingly
upset by Germany’s deteriorating economy, the destruction
of its social welfare system, the growing political persecution and the blame for genocide.
★
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Above is a rendering of the Gatehouse to a 365acre estate high atop Crystal Mountain—a refuge for
wildlife that includes protected species such as the
American bald eagle. Considered to be one of the most
beautiful properties on the east coast, watching these
great birds swoop down over the Delaware River below
is a sight to behold! Historians say even the gatehouse
on this $20 million property overshadows the nearby
Grey Towers National Historic Landmark dedicated to
the National Park Service by John F. Kennedy just two
weeks before he was assassinated. This 100-acre estate
is the former home of Gifford Pinchot who started the
National Park Service and the Forest Service.
Continuing his legacy, the Crystal Mountain Research
Center is dedicated to environmental concerns includ-

ing the treatment of water that has a direct impact on
the future of this country. Present day methods destroy
not only the environment, but its inhabitants as well
because they defy the laws of God and nature! God, in
his infinite wisdom, uses a process of heating and cooling in an environmentally friendly fashion. We accentuate this heating and cooling because present
day methods don’t remove the disease
markers from the toilet to faucet waste of
billions of people on the planet! That’s
why the purest bottled water that hastens our demise, and is sold even on
religious programs, has an expiration
date or put it into a hot tub and, without
treatment, you will note the horrible
smell of disease markers from human
waste. As a result of present day methods,
God’s wrath is upon us. One out of every two people
will get cancer and 90% of all men will develop a
swollen prostate and suffer the possible consequences.
How can we prove it’s God’s way? We break down the
bonds in water the same way the bonds of everything
else in nature are broken down . . . by heating and cooling. Heating and cooling breaks down the powerful
hydrogen bonds in water and opens up the bond angle,
that has been reduced to only 104.5˚, to at least 114˚
using God-given proprietary secrets so it will pass
through a membrane and into the cells when ordinary

water won’t! The Nobel Prize was recently won proving it; “Now we can measure the ability of water to
pass through a membrane and into the cells and nothing comes even close to your water!” Also, since we
are engineers, not doctors, we use the medical charts of
cancer patients to show it’s the hand of God working
His miracles: They can look at a blood sample
under a microscope after drinking our water
(your blood is 90% water)! In addition to
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dead)! That’s why it eventually causes problems! If a change isn’t made, the wrath of God
will be brought upon us and we will surely perish, just
as civilizations have disappeared before us. As in the
past, the only people God will allow to survive, so that
mankind can survive, are those that have adhered to
God’s teachings and warned others of impending disaster.
We want to let you know that the profits from our
home water machines have gone into this important
research at the Crystal Mountain Research Center.
Thank you for your generous support. Listen to a
recording by calling toll-free 1-800-433-9553.

WRITE FOR FREE INFORMATION
I understand that the information you are providing is for educational purposes only. As per FDA requirements, this information is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent disease. In all health-related situations, qualified healthcare professionals should always be consulted.
NAME ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
CITY ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
STATE, ZIP _______________________________________________________________________________________________________ ©2004JE
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America’s Missile Defense Fantasy Explodes
Russia tests new weapon that makes ‘Star Wars’ missile defense obsolete
By Scott Ritter

O

n Christmas Eve 2004, the Russian Strategic
Missile Force test fired an advanced SS-27
Topol-M road-mobile intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM). This test probably invalidated the entire premise and technology used
in the National Missile Defense (NMD) system currently being developed and deployed by the Bush administration, and at the same time called into question the
validity of the administration’s entire approach to arms
control and disarmament.
From 1988 to 1990, I served as one of the American
weapons inspectors at the Votkinsk Machine Building
Plant in Russia, where the SS-27 and its predecessor, the
SS-25, were assembled. When I started my work in
Votkinsk, the SS-25 missile was viewed by many in the
U.S. intelligence community as the primary ICBM threat
facing the United States. A great deal of effort was placed
on learning as much as possible about this missile and
its capabilities.
Through the work of the inspectors at Votkinsk, as
well as several related inspections where U.S. experts
were able to view the SS-25 missile system in its operating bases in Siberia, a great deal of data was collected
that assisted the U.S. intelligence community in refining
its understanding of how the SS-25 operated. This
understanding was translated into several countermissile
strategies, including aerial interdiction operations and
missile-defense concepts.
The abysmal performance of American counter-

SCUD operations during Gulf War I in 1991 highlighted
the deficiencies of the U.S. military regarding the aerial
interdiction of road-mobile missiles. Iraqi Al-Hussein
mobile missiles were virtually impossible to detect and
interdict, even with total American air supremacy.
Despite all the effort put into counter-SCUD operations during that war, not a single Iraqi mobile missile
launcher was destroyed by hostile fire, a fact I can certify

This test has invalidated
the entire premise and
technology used in the
National Missile Defense
system currently being
developed and deployed by
the Bush administration.
not only as a participant in the counter-SCUD effort, but
also as a chief inspector in Iraq, where I led the UN
investigations into the Iraqi missile program.
The rapid collapse of the Soviet Union did not leave
much time for reflection on the American countermobile missile launcher deficiencies. In mid-1993, the
Department of Defense conducted a comprehensive
review to select the strategy and force structure for the
post-cold war era. With the dissolution of the Soviet

Union, the threat to the United States from a deliberate
or accidental ballistic missile attack by former Soviet
states or by China was judged highly unlikely.
In Votkinsk, U.S. inspectors observed a Soviet-era
defense industry in decline. SS-25 missiles were produced at a greatly reduced rate, and the next generation
missile, a joint Russian-Ukrainian design, was scrapped
after a few prototypes were produced, but never
launched.
After the resounding Republican victory in the
midterm 1994 congressional elections, a new program
for missile defense was proposed covering three distinct
“threat” capabilities ranging from “unsophisticated
threats” (an attack of five single-warhead missiles with
simple decoys), to highly sophisticated threats (an attack
of 20 single-warhead SS-25 type missiles, each with
decoys or other defensive countermeasures). Funding for
this program ran to some $10.8 billion from 1993 to
2000.
When President George W. Bush came to power in
2001, there was a dramatic change in posture regarding
ballistic missile defense. The administration announced
it was withdrawing from the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty,
clearing away development and operational constraints.
At the same time, the administration laid out a comprehensive plan that envisioned a layered missile-defense
system.
After studying the SS-25 missile for years, the U.S.
military believed it finally had a solution in the form of
a multi-tiered antiballistic missile system that focused on
boost-phase intercept (firing antimissile missiles that

PERILOUS TIMES TREACHERY
FREE SPEECH IN WARTIME

How America’s Friends and
Foes Are Arming Our Enemies

From the Sedition Act of 1798 to The War on Terrorism

BY BILL GERTZ

A

uthor Geoffrey R. Stone takes us on a
journey of suppression and deceit,
uncovering what has lain in wait for
Voted one
honest publishers who expose the
of the best
truth about war or resist the calls to wage war
100 books
while their nation is at war. Concentrating on
of 2004!
the suppression of free speech (and other civil
liberties) during six critical times in America’s history including sections on the Sedition Act of 1798, the
Civil War, WWII and the Vietnam War. A coda examines
the state of civil liberties today—during the Bush administration and its “war on terror.” Hardback, 730 enlightening pages, plenty of illustrations, #1167, $40. AFP
READERSHIP COUNCIL members pay just $35.Send payment using the handy coupon on page 24 or call toll
free at 1-888-699-6397 toll free and charge your purchase to Visa or MasterCard.
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SRAEL AND OTHER

“ALLIES” of the United States

are using their military and commercial links
with America, along with outright clandestine
spy operations, to obtain valuable data on America’s sophisticated weapons of

mass destruction. And this is resulting in the proliferation of arms around the world
to nations bent on countering America’s global hegemony. In addition, the author
reveals information the U.S. government fails to publicly acknowledge. He presents
to the American public the little-known—and disturbing—truth about the threats
from both our enemies and our so-called “allies.” Hardcover, 280 pages, #1170,
$25.95. Available from FIRST AMENDMENT BOOKS 645 Pennsylvania Avenue
SE, Suite 100 Washington D.C. 20003. Order with coupon on page 24 or call toll
free at 1-888-699-NEWS (6397) and charge to Visa or MasterCard.
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Above, Russian cadets of the Military Institute of the Strategic Missile Forces are photographed preparing an older
version of Russia’s mobile Topol-M ICBM launcher. Russian President Vladimir Putin served notice to the world in
late 2004 that his country intends to remain a major nuclear power by deploying new weapons that competing countries will be unlikely to develop. Russia’s newest SS-27 Topol-M may be the American taxpayers’ savior, rendering
obsolete U.S. defense makers’ dreams of a trillion dollar strategic missile defense system.

would home in on an ICBM shortly after launch), spacebased laser systems designed to knock out a missile in
flight, and terminal missile intercept systems, which
would destroy a missile as it reentered the Earth’s atmosphere.
The NMD system being fielded to counter the SS-25,
and any similar or less sophisticated threats that may
emerge from China, Iran, North Korea and elsewhere,
will probably have cumulative costs between $800 billion and $1.2 trillion by the time it reaches completion
in 2015.
However, the Bush administration’s dream of a viable
NMD has been rendered fantasy by the Russian test of
the SS-27 Topol-M.
According to the Russians, the Topol-M has highspeed solid-fuel boosters that rapidly lift the missile into
the atmosphere, making boost-phase interception
impossible unless one is located practically next door to
the launcher. The SS-27 has been hardened against laser

weapons and has a highly maneuverable post-boost
vehicle that can defeat any intercept capability as it dispenses up to three warheads and four sophisticated
decoys.
To counter the SS-27 threat, the United States will
need to start from scratch. And even if a viable defense
could be mustered, by that time the Russians may have
fielded an even more sophisticated missile, remaining
one step ahead of any U.S. countermeasures.
The United States cannot afford to spend billions of
dollars on a missile-defense system that will never
achieve the level of defense envisioned. The Bush administration’s embrace of technology, and rejection of diplomacy, when it comes to arms control has failed.
★
Scott Ritter is the author of Frontier Justice: Weapons of
Mass Destruction and the Bushwhacking of America and was a
weapons inspector in the Soviet Union (1988-1990) and
Iraq (1991-1998).
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(SPECIAL REPORT) This incredible nonprescription “Youth
Pill” works in two remarkable ways: First, it makes you look and
feel up to 30 years younger by firming up your skin, smoothing
wrinkles and boosting your energy supply, according to top doctors and scientists.
Second, this amazing natural protein enzyme slows down the
aging process – giving you a longer and healthier life.
The discovery of a natural protein enzyme’s effects on senility “may turn into a major breakthrough in health and
aging,” declared a research chemist at the National Institute of
Aging, a branch of the U.S. Government’s National Institute of
Health. “Our studies show it’s an exciting finding. It certainly looks strongly as if this enzyme plays a role in retarding
aging and promoting a long life.”
According to a New York leading neurologist and nutrition
specialist, “It can make people in their 40’s look like they’re
in the 20’s, while people in their 60’s may look like they’re 35
or 40.”
An Atlanta physician and former director of physical health
services for the Georgia Regional Hospital reports that he has tested the enzyme on dozens of patients and, “it worked miracles.”
A doctor of Osteopathy, founder of the International
Academy of Preventive Medicine, said: “I’ve used it on over
1,000 patients. Within weeks people begin to feel healthier
and stronger. Within months the wrinkles and lines in their
faces begin to disappear and they actually start looking
younger. Their skin has a better color and their bodies
become suppler and more youthful. It is very definitely an
anti-aging substance that slows down degenerative diseases.”
Scientists believe the enzyme is an ideal weapon against
senility and recommend that everyone start taking the enzyme at
an earlier age to prevent the future ravages of aging, as well as to
benefit from the enzyme’s successful arthritis properties
An organic chemist and noted authority on nutrition probably
best sums up what the enzyme can do for you by saying, “It’s a
miracle compound. You can literally turn back the hands of
time with this discovery.”
The enzyme is being marketed under the trade name Rejuvenall and can be obtained directly from SELECT LABS, AntiAging Research, Dept. RAF–25, P.O. Box 740603, Boynton
Beach, FL 33474. Enclose check, money order or Visa/MC
account # and exp. date. (Charge orders can also be faxed to
561-742-4931—or e-mail to SELECTLABS@aol.com).
1-month supply $22.95; 3-months $59.90; 6-months $99.90.
All orders add $5.50 for S&H. (Canada $8.00; Foreign $12.00;
US funds only). Instructions enclosed. 30-day money back guarantee on initial order.

www.REJUVEN-ALL.COM

Miracle diet pill
Flushes out fat
A new diet pill may help you lose as much as 7 lbs. in just 48
hours, says top European researcher, Dr. G. Mathieu, an amazing 25 lbs. in only 3 weeks. BROMYL, (extracted from pineapple) has an incomparable ability to consume and digest fat,
works around the clock, and zeroes in on fat in areas where it
can find most of it – hips, waist, thighs.
To order, mail check, money order or # and exp. date of
Visa/MC to SELECT LABS, Weight Management Center, Dept.
BA-25, P.O. Box 740693, BOYNTON BEACH,FL 33474. supplies: 4 weeks, $34.95; 8 weeks: $59.90; 12 weeks: $79.50. All
orders add $5.50 for shipping. 100% SATISFACTION OR
MONEY BACK.
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Who—or What—Is the

U l t i m a t e Te r r o r i s t ?
hen I saw the horrific toll that the
tsunamis exacted in Asia and Africa,
my first thought was that nature is the
ultimate terrorist, since we define terrorism as the taking of innocent life.
But on second thought, that unpleasant title still belongs
to governments.
During World War II, we killed more people than the
tsunamis with our strategic-bombing campaigns in
Europe and Japan. The waves did not intend to kill anybody. We did intend to visit death on the people we
killed.
Altogether, the quarrel among governments
that we call World War II took 55 million
lives.
Today, Russia and the United States
alone have the capability of killing people in the hundreds of millions. The
human race is still in great need of good
luck if it is to survive. Unfortunately, the technology of weaponry is far advanced, while the
political processes that control
the technology are about as
backward as they ever were.
It seems difficult for many people to grasp, because they idolize the
rich and powerful, but all the world’s
leaders are just plain, ordinary human
beings like the rest of us.
President George Bush and Russian
President Vladimir Putin wake up in the morning, attend to the call of nature, brush their
teeth, shave, shower and put their clothes
on just like the rest of us. They have tempers, imagination and prejudices and are
subject to bad moods just like the rest of
us. There is nothing in the office they hold
that makes them special or smart or wise.
They are exactly the same people they were
before they ever held any office at all. The only
difference is that because of the position they
occupy, they have great power, and power is
neutral. It can be used for good or for evil.

W

What we should remember is that World War II resulted from governments competing with each other for
control of other people’s lands and resources. The United
States, the Soviet Union, France, Belgium, Holland and
the United Kingdom all had their empires, and the
Japanese and the Germans wanted empires themselves. It
was war over turf and resources.
That competition continues today, though in a different form. Nobody wants to control other people

and their land as long as the “right” multinational corporations have access to the resources. The rich nations
have learned that bribery is cheaper than conquest.
Nevertheless as those resources grow scarce, as they
inevitably must, the competition will intensify, and there
in the future, shrouded in the mists of the unknowable,
will lie the greatest danger of wars. Nuclear weapons are
far too powerful for those who have them to give them
up, or for those who don’t have them to not
seek them. If they continue to exist, sooner or later they will be used.
I think mankind has time, but
not a long time, to bring about a
revolution of thinking so that
political leaders around the
world will once and for all
agree that force or the threat of
force is not an acceptable way
to get what they want.
What is so unfortunate
about Washington’s new doctrine of preemptive war is
that at one stroke it has undone
a century’s worth of work toward
peace and disarmament. Russia has
begun to develop new nuclear
weapons and has already announced
joint maneuvers with China involving
strategic-weapons systems. Only a fool would
believe that the rest of the world was going
to sit back and allow the United States to
dominate the planet.
Nature is without hubris or arrogance
or malice. The forces of nature obey the
laws of nature. When the Earth shakes,
when the winds blow, when the waters
rise, they do so because they must.
Man, however, always has a choice to
kill or not to kill, to seek war or to seek
peace. Natural tragedies cannot be prevented, only assuaged, but the ultimate
tragedy of global nuclear war can be pre★
vented. It is up to us.
© 2004 BY KING FEATURES SYNDICATE, INC.
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Juan & Evita Peron—fascists?

Real History –No Holds Barred –
Like You’ve Never Read it Before!

ALL 8
ISSUES FREE
WHEN YOU
SUBSCRIBE!
(See below)

Collector’s Issues of America’s Only Authentic History Journal—THE BARNES REVIEW
MARCH/APRIL 1998: Bonaparte’s invasion of
Russia; Roger Casement—Smeared and Vindicated;
Medieval devastations of Ireland; The riddle of the
Dolmens; A new look at Winston Churchill; The
Emperor of the United States; Jewish soap myth;
Importance of the Holocaust. $10 for one issue.
JULY/AUGUST 1998: Udo Walendy: Auschwitz
Deception; The world’s first mounted horsemen;
Bolsheviks join League of Nations; Soviet Crimes
against humanity in Caucasus; Propaganda becomes
history; Early American Socialists. $10 for one issue.

Here’s your chance to own rare collector’s issues of THE
BARNES REVIEW history magazine while they last. Each issue is
loaded with history from a Revisionist perspective, a perspective
dedicated to “bringing history into accord with the facts” in the
tradition of TBR’s namesake, famed Revisionist historian
Harry Elmer Barnes. ONE to TWO issues are $10 each.
THREE to SEVEN issues are $6 each. EIGHT or MORE are
just $5 each. $40 for the whole package of eight listed here as a set.
Mix or match! Send to friends. Keep for your own library. No
S&H inside the U.S. Outside the U.S. add $1.50 per issue S&H.

SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 1998: The Great
Pyramid: World’s grandest mystery; Canada invasion
plan; Downfall of Athens; Jefferson tarnished;
French-Canadian martyr; American resettlement
plan for Madagascar; Franco-Soviet pact leads to WWII. $10 for
one issue.
MAY/JUNE 1999: Who Were the Original Native Americans?;
Britain: World History’s No. 1 Aggressor Nation; How Churchill
Planned WWIII Against Stalin; Vichy French Newsreels: A
Forgotten Frame in History; Remarkable Quotes About the
Germans; Who Started the Mass Civilian Bombings?; La Perouse:
History’s Forgotten Explorer; The Enigmatic General Andrei
Vlasov; The Myth of Mencken’s Anti-Semitism; Should Plutocrats
Dictate Foreign Policy?; The Munich Putsch of November 1923.
$10 for one issue.
JULY/AUGUST 1999: Admiral Yamamoto and the Battle of
Midway; Pre-Columbian Voyages to the Americas; Hittites,
Minoans and Mykenaeans; A Warning to America; The Tragedy of
the Twentieth Century; The High Priest of War; Abraham Lincoln
on the Warpath; Germany’s 1923 Hyperinflation; Events
Preceding the “Beer Hall” Fusillade. $10 for one issue.
MAY/JUNE 2000—Did Truman need to drop the bombs?; The
role of money in the fall of Rome; The pity of World War One;
Experiences of a Jew in Nazi Germany; George Washington vs.
Woodrow Wilson; Britain’s propaganda network; Stalin’s purge of
the Red Army; Holocaust education in the public schools; Doc
Holliday: Sagebrush samurai. $10 for one issue.

Why not subscribe to TBR today? THE BARNES
REVIEW is a bimonthly history magazine of 80
pages loaded from cover to cover with articles of
REAL significance—no politically correct baloney
—six big issues per year delivered right to your
home. Issues of TBR contain fresh, new investigative articles on all periods of history PLUS rare
speeches and analyses from some of history’s forgotten heroes and nationalists, writings you will see
published nowhere else. RIGHT NOW, TBR is
offering a ONE YEAR subscription for $46 PLUS
we’ll throw in THREE of the issues you check
above FREE OR TWO YEARS (12 big issues) for
just $78 PLUS ALL 8 issues mentioned above. (Add $12 per year
if your mailing address is outside the U.S.) Use the order form
below to make your selections and return to TBR, P.O. Box
15877, Washington, D.C. 20003 with check. money order or credit card information. You may also call TBR’s orders-only hotline
TOLL FREE at 1-877-773-9077 to charge to Visa or MasterCard.

Charge to Visa or MasterCard at 1-877-773-9077

YOUR SPECIAL BARNES REVIEW DISCOUNT ORDERING FORM
❏ Please send me _____ copies of the March/April 1998 issue.
❏ Please send me _____ copies of the July/August 1998 issue.
❏ Please send me _____ copies of September/October 1998.
❏ Please send me _____ copies of the May/June 1999 issue.
❏ Please send me _____ copies of the July/August 1999 issue.
❏ Please send me _____ copies of the May/June 2000 issue.
❏ Please send me _____ copies of the July/August 2000 issue.
❏ Please send me _____ copies of November/December 2002.
❏ Please send me ANY THREE above as a package for $18.
❏ Please send me all EIGHT above as a package for $40.
PRICING FOR COLLECTOR’S ISSUES: ($10 each for 1-2
issues; $6 each for three to seven issues. BEST PRICE: Just $40
for ALL 8 issues mentioned above or $5 each for any EIGHT or
more; mix or match.) (Outside the United States add $1.50 per
issue S&H. Inside the United States S&H is FREE.)
❏ Please send me ONE year of TBR for $46 PLUS THREE
FREE issues I have checked above. ($58 outside the U.S.)

❏ Please send me TWO years of TBR for $78 PLUS ALL
EIGHT issues FREE listed at left. ($102 outside the U.S.)
Payment Options: ❏ Check/MO

❏ Visa ❏ MasterCard

Card # ________________________________________________
Expiration Date _______________ Sig. ____________________
Name _________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________
City ___________________________________________________
Return this form with payment or credit card information to
TBR, P.O. Box 15877, Washington, D.C. 20003 or call TBR
toll free at 1-877-773-9077 to charge to Visa or MasterCard.
Please have this ad handy so you can make your selections
quickly and easily.

When ordering by phone, tell the operator you saw this ad in AFP Issue #3 for 2005, page 23.
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JULY/AUGUST 2000—China’s ancient white ancestors; the
mysterious Tokharians; the reign of “King” Andrew Johnson; Reds
infiltrate the OSS; reflections on medieval history; historic
Germany is still alive; Hitler’s war record clarified; Old men rounded up as war criminals; A true history of Nicholas II; The hapless
plight of the Boers; Anglo-Afrikaners; Joe Sobran on Abe Lincoln:
the Great Extremist; Germans held for slave labor after WWII;
Burial of the League of Nations. $10 for one issue.

NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2002—Argentina, the Perons and
Nazi phantoms; The sexual revolution as a means of social control;
The manipulation of history; Genocide in WWII and the U.S. Civil
War compared; Black owners of white slaves; Zionism, Christianity
and Islam: the inevitable conflict; Nationalism and ethnic warfare;
Contemporary Ireland enslaved; The frame-up of Adolf Eichmann;
Authentic history of the Crusades; The rapid decline of white
South Africa; The self-destruction of WWII France; Revisionism
attacked in Canada. $10 for one issue.
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ALTERNATIVE CANCER TREATMENT. Tested in Europe for 12
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body. This could be the only thing you need for a healthier life. “Check
it out” 888/549-4748. www.miracle-2.com
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MIRACLE II SOAP. All natural ingredients. No commercial chemicals. For a healthy body write for free brochure to: Thomas Sims,
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HERBAL HEALING (Black Salve). Great for removing growths on
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or send $8 plus $3 for shipping for either one of these amazing
books.
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TEMPLES OF GOD & HEALTH: GOD, positive thinking, health
food, religious racial-cultural nationalism.
Free book @ www.templesofgodandhealth.com
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KNOW YOUR BIBLE! Many think that Christ is God. Many think
that Jehovah God is Christ. But God’s Prophet, King David
said...”The LORD (Jehovah God) said unto my Lord (Jesus Christ),
Sit thou at my right hand...” Psa 110:1 Rec Msg 719/573-4055.
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NESARA: Too Good to Be True? Maybe Not . . .
By John Tiffany

T

here is a mysterious phenomenon going around
that is known as NESARA. NESARA would be an
acronym for the National Economic Stabilization
and Recovery Act, which is said to be a legislative
proposal that merely reintroduces specie as an
alternative currency to help combat anti-inflationary policies of the paper Federal Reserve note. It may originally have
been a good idea, with a patriotic appeal, but sadly this proposal seems to have become a magnet for some dubious
characters.
If you believe someone calling herself “Dove of
Oneness” or more often just “Dove” (a pseudonym, of
course) or “Oliver,” two of the shadowy figures involved
with NESARA, the exact text of the proposal is actually a
secret, thanks to the Supreme Court. Oliver attributes to
“Dove” this bizarre statement:
By order of the Supremes, the full text of NESARA cannot be published till its announcement. By order of the
Supremes, the docket numbers and congressional bill
numbers were removed and held in secret, to be revealed
only after NESARA’s announcement.

In reality, there are two NESARAs: the fraudulent version
pushed by con men and the real, original version.
Although the NESARA proposal has apparently been
presented to many congresspersons over the years, and
some have allegedly expressed interest in the proposal, the
fact is that it hasn’t built up sufficient support for even intro-
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that the spaceships of the “Galacticans” are regularly seen
visiting Washington. (It is not stated what galaxy they hail
from.) According to the “Dove” crowd, somehow the 9-11
attacks were a conspiracy to cover up NESARA.
On the other hand, there is the real NESARA Institute,
which is not to be confused with the scammer group. Some
people have suggested the fraudulent NESARA was set up
partly at least with the intention of discrediting the real
NESARA. That may well be true, since many people, having
encountered the “Dove” NESARA and recognizing it as a
scam, simply assumed that is all there is to NESARA. The
real NESARA people have received little publicity, while
many people have heard of a “NESARA scam.” Unfortunately, many people would find this believable.
Dr. Harvey F. Barnard is the author of the real NESARA.
Barnard was born and raised in Louisiana. For more than 30
years he studied currency, banking, economics, taxes, law,
philosophy, history, sociology and politics. Barnard has a
Ph.D. in applied science, specializing in systems philosophy.
After years of research and study, Barnard wrote the
NESARA, first as a bill for monetary policy reform and,
within a few months, adding a section for fiscal policy
reform. He placed NESARA in the public domain so that
any representative could sponsor the bill and receive full,
unfettered credit.
The legitimate NESARA proposal is sponsored by the
NESARA Institute, which can be contacted at P.O. Box 70,
Greenwell Springs, Louisiana 70739; (225) 634–3228.
Their web site is nesara.org.
★
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duction to committee.
Maybe someday the NESARA proposal will find support
in Congress and may be presented for a vote, but that really isn’t the point.
According to quatloos.com, the web site of Financial and
Tax Fraud Associates Inc., when certain scam artists claim
that NESARA has been “enacted into law” by “secret acts of
Congress” they are lying because NESARA has never even
been formally made into a bill nor presented for either a
committee vote or a full vote in Congress. There are no
secret acts of Congress, since it is all in The Congressional
Record.
Scam artists often latch onto something that sounds
good to relieve people of money. For example, scammers
often set up boiler-room phone solicitations to supposedly
seek charitable donations for firemen or children, which the
con artists then pocket. The NESARA proposal is currently
being used in just this sort of a scam.
Con men claim the “true NESARA law” (meaning their
phony version) was actually adopted by Congress in 2001,
but that Congress has been keeping it a secret, and that soon
the law will be “announced.”
“Dove” hosts a web site called “The Four Winds” that
spews a bunch of New Age hokum, such as “Lord Ari’s
Galactic Tales.” Additionally, Dove has an “update line”
(currently running about seven months out of date) that
you can call at: (206) 781-3897 to hear the “latest” on the
“True NESARA Law.” These updates offer totally bizarre
news events, such as that “100,000 bankers who would not
accept the True NESARA Law have been eliminated” and

RICK ADAMS
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Letters
Americans Could Benefit From
Discarding Hack Political Labels
I’ve been a subscriber for a long time and
the recent commentary by Paul Craig Roberts,
titled “There’s Nothing Conservative About
Today’s Conservatives,” impressed me as one of
the best pieces I’ve ever read in your paper.
His writing is so lucid and informative without being strongly biased. This article, in particular, cleared up much confusion in my mind
and helped me see past the labels. We could all
benefit from more insightful commentary of
this caliber.
HUGH TIERNAN
Via email

IGNORE HISTORY
It seems to me that our government in
Washington ignores history. All through history
occupation forces in any country had trouble
controlling their subjects. During the colonial
period it was the same thing with the French,
English and the Spanish. Look at all of the
countries the Germans occupied during World

War II. They had nothing but problems with
saboteurs.
The same thing in Vietnam and now Iraq.
The people do not want an occupying army on
their soil. Get out of Iraq now.
RON PARKER, M.A.
Paso Robles, California

JUST STUPID
Stupid. This is the best way to describe the
American people who continue to allow our tax
dollars to be squandered on the United
Nations.
The oil-for-food scandal directed by Kofi
Annan and his gang of thugs should be the trigger to fire this useless organization onto the
scrap heap of history. Everywhere the UN goes
they leave death, misery and horror, while
claiming to be the instrument for peace in the
world.
Here is a simple two-step solution: Stop all
funds to the UN immediately and then with-

Uncle Claims Tsunami Orphan

Amidst stories of harrowing tragedy in Asian countries struck by massive
tsunamis comes one with a happy ending. When a two-year-old, blonde-haired,
blue-eyed boy was found wandering alone on a deserted dirt road near the beach
resort of Khao Lak in Thailand, doctors were at a loss to identify him. However,
within hours a photograph of the boy’s face, albeit badly swollen from mosquito
bites, was posted on the hospital’s web site. Miraculously, the boy’s uncle saw
his picture on the Internet, booked a flight from his home in Sweden and was in
Thailand in five hours. While his mother and grandmother remain missing, the
uncle also located the boy’s father and grandfather in a nearby medical center.

draw from the UN. Without our taxpayers’
money this monster will die.
Congress must act to stop the UN now.
Senators, are you listening, or do we go on with
this stupidity?
DR. THOMAS J. MIRANDA
Granger, Indiana

BETTER PUBLICATION
A couple of issues of American Free Press
have recently appeared in my mailbox, totally
unexpectedly. I’m glad they have; you have a
very good newspaper—definitely one of the
better publications in America today.
I see that the newspaper has been criticized
for its apparent anti-Israel stance. It seems that
all discussions of this subject boil down to an
argument over whether the Israelis or
Palestinians are the good guys in the conflict.
Most often those who say Israel is right base
their opinion on religious superstition, on the
rather far-fetched premise that a statement written about a very different Israel thousands of
years ago and passed down in the Bible somehow applies to the modern country of the same
name.

To my mind the proper outlook should be
based not on who’s the good guy, but what is
the proper constitutional position of the U.S.
government. Americans should be free to have
whatever opinions they want, but our government should remain strictly neutral and not
favor either side.
JOE ALEXANDER
Fayetteville, Arkansas

WAR PROPAGANDISTS
Some war propagandist has been going
crazy with those “Support the Troops” yellow
ribbons. And those stickers that are red, white
and blue and say, “Freedom Isn’t Free,” must be
a ploy to generate further acceptance of an
expanded war on terror. They are on stores’
sales counters around the country. When I first
saw them, I thought immediately that they were
more pro-war than pro-America. That they were
simply profiting off the war, too.
The managers at Magnet America’s U.S.
plant, which was mentioned in AFP’s Dec. 27
issue, would benefit from someone bringing
these negative connotations to their attention.
I admire the fact that the company has resisted
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sending its factory abroad to save a few bucks.
But you have to wonder whether they are not
part of the problem, too.
GREGORY HULLMANN
Algonquin, Illinois

MONEY PROBLEMS
With a national debt topping $8 trillion, it is
past time that we made our influence felt on
America’s money problems. The financially
open-ended mess in Iraq can only add to the
debt. The solution is government-issued, debtfree money. It would not cause inflation. The
amount of money government had to spend
would be limited by law.
Forget budgets and deficits. They are for congressmen and senators to play with. The national debt is the real danger. Colonial America was
built with government-issued, debt-free money.
In 1763, on a visit to England, Benjamin
Franklin was asked how he accounted for the
prosperous condition of the Colonies. He
replied: “That is simple. It is only because in the
Colonies we issue our own money and we issue
it in the proper proportion to the demands of
trade and industry.”

Franklin also said: “We call it the Colonial
[government ] scrip and we issue it in the proper
proportion to the demand of trade and industry
to move goods freely from the producer to the
consumer.
And since we create our own money, we
control the purchasing power of the money and
have no interest to pay to any private money
creator.”
Five-sixths of the American Revolution was
paid with government-issued debt-free money. It
was only at the last when England, as a war
measure, flooded the nation with counterfeit
notes that the value of the Continental dollar
was destroyed.
Lincoln paid much of the cost of the Civil
War with greenbacks, debt-free money. From
1935 to 1945, Germany, using debt-free money,
built a modern industrial nation.
In view of this historical record, claims that
debt-free money “won’t work” are unworthy of
the serious consideration of responsible people.
America needs a national discussion of debtfree money now.
FRANK WALLACE
Biloxi, Mississippi

THE PAGE ONE ARTICLE TITLED “Bio-Chemical Tests in Alaska Whitewashed by
Government,” in the Jan. 3 & 10, 2005 issue of AFP, caught my eye in a very special way. Though
I do not dispute allegations in the report, to my memory the information depicted in it on Ft.
Greely is somewhat skewed.
I had served several years at the original base at Big Delta, located at the junction of the
“Alcan,” or Alaska and Canada, and Richardson highways—called Delta Junction—between
Anchorage and Fairbanks.
During my tenure, the base was called the Army Arctic Test Center and its main function
during my service was to test and evaluate weapons, tactics and clothing for arctic warfare with
our giant neighbor to the west of the Bering Sea, the Soviet Union.
Our headquarters at Big Delta was a big wooden hangar that contained our offices and
repair facilities for small aircraft maintenance, heated in the winter by coal-fired boilers in a
separate building close-by, whose maintenance people
were frequent habitués of my establishment, the NCO
Club.
In that time frame, our personnel numbered, in my
estimation and memory, less than 1,000 people, plus
some dependents, all living in mobile trailers in our little
village on the base, all having central steam heat from the
nearby coal-fired furnaces.
It also functioned during World War II as a staging area
for warplanes en route to the Soviet Union. This was often
discussed with the civilian population nearby, some of
whom were former servicemen who, on leaving the service, remained at Big Delta. Indeed, an occasional squadron of U.S. Air Force fighter planes would land during
northern air exercises, giving all of us Army guys and civilians quite a good show with the latest hot airplane, the F86 of Korean War fame, which I had
seen in that war just a few years earlier.
At the time I finished my tour there in June 1955, Ft. Greely was just under construction.
However, over the years the name surfaced now and again in the general media. The latest was
in AFP where it was reported the post was a location for silos for the nefarious “star wars” of
the Reagan era, revived once again under the auspices of the current occupant of the White
House. There were also allegations that officials buried records of health problems of those that
served there who had come in contact with biological warfare agents.
None of my acquaintances—officer or enlisted—ever talked about nuclear weapons at the
base. I don’t believe it was in our vocabulary at the time. And certainly, I knew of no one who
had ever been close to exotic biological weapons during my service there.
I speak only of my experiences and memory of that place. While I state that the information I read in the AFP article appears skewed, it is indeed skewed relative to my experience. But
I do not dispute the claims of the story. Nothing concerning the treatment of the environment
and servicemen surprises me anymore.
HOWARD MABRY
Bennington, New Hampshire

Did They Really Say That?
BAD IDEA. A reported U.S. plan to keep Guantanamo Bay
inmates locked up for life, even if the U.S. government lacks evidence to charge them in courts, has been condemned by Richard
Lugar (pictured right), the Republican chairman of the Senate foreign relations committee. “It’s a bad idea. . . . We ought to have a
very careful, constitutional look at this,” Lugar said.
★
★
★
CONDONING TORTURE. “The best way
for the American people to send a message
to the Bush administration and the world
that ‘we the people’ of the United States do
not condone torture is to mobilize to
reject the nomination of Alberto Gonzales” (pictured left) said
Ron Daniels, the executive director of the Center for Constitutional Rights.
★
★
★
HOUSE OF CARDS. One of the biggest stories of the year in
2005, writes Canadian columnist Eric Margolis, is that fact that
“China’s banking system is a house of cards. Uncontrolled credit expansion has fuelled
China’s property boom and international buying spree. Banks are swamped by bad,
non-performing loans made to huge, money-losing state-owned corporations. Collapse
of China’s insolvent banking system would threaten world financial markets.”
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“The Closest Thing
to a Fountain of
Youth!”
(By Frank K. Wood)
If you want to live a long, healthy life, you
need Fitness for Seniors, an informative new
book released to the public by FC&A Publishing in Peachtree City, Georgia.
This book was written especially for those
in the over-50 crowd who want to make the
most of their second half-century. You’ll find
natural health healers from your kitchen,
easy exercises that work wonders, and proven
eating plans that are simple to prepare and
taste great.
 Trouble sleeping? Sleeping pills are not the
answer — try this fruit instead! Loaded with a
natural hormone that helps “shut off” your
wakeful brain.
 Flatten a bulging belly and strengthen stomach muscles — while strengthening your back
— with this exercise.
 Discover how 55- to 95-year-olds reap better
memory and concentration!
 The most powerful anti-aging agent! It may
improve brain function and joint mobility
while it protects you from joint pain.
 One piece of this sweet fruit a day may help
strengthen your blood vessels, raise your HDL
(good) cholesterol, and lower your risk of
heart disease. Are you eating it?
 The anti-aging brain foods that may help
reduce your risk of Alzheimer’s and help keep
your memory razor sharp!
 This common mineral is good for what ails
you — helps fight forgetfulness, high blood
pressure, weak bones, poor digestion, and
even some cancers!

 Help cut your risk of
stroke by 50 percent
with this nutrientpacked delight. Also
helps fight arthritis,
Alzheimer’s, and
cataracts.
 New vision saver! Worsening
eyesight is not always inevitable! This ordinary vitamin sharpens your eyesight, particularly your
night vision.
 It’s loaded with antioxidants, helps prevent
almost every type of cancer, and can even
help boost anti-cancer treatments — plus, it’s
delicious, refreshing and has absolutely NO
calories!
 Five reasons walking may be the perfect
exercise for you. Plus, its miraculous ability to
help you lose weight and feel great — for
good.
 Help boost your memory, ease arthritis, and
lower your blood pressure — and you can do
it practically anywhere — at any time!
 Keep your body and your brain fit! Fascinating
new research finds that physical activity may
help ward off Alzheimer’s — one of the most
dreaded senior diseases. Find out which activities are best and when you should do them.
 The cheapest medicine on earth! You’ll get a
good laugh out of this easy way to help relieve
pain, lower stress, and boost immunity without spending one dime.
 How just one glass of ice water before a meal
can help keep you slim and trim.
TO ORDER A COPY
Fitness for Seniors for $9.99. See coupon.
©FC&A 2005

“What Never To Drink
If You’re Taking
High Blood Pressure
Medicine!”
(By Frank K. Wood)
If you want to avoid risky surgery and control your medical costs, you need Natural
Cures and Gentle Medicines That Work Better
Than Dangerous Drugs or Risky Surgery, an
informative book by FC&A Publishing in
Peachtree City, Georgia.
Whether you’re concerned with preventing
serious disease or treating everyday health
problems, this book has 1,264 natural remedies for common ailments, including pain,
allergies, IBS, heart disease, and more. You’ll
rediscover genuine cures you may have forgotten, plus learn hundreds of new natural
treatments that really work!
 Lower your blood pressure … with a potato!
 Sharpen your memory — with chewing
gum? Amazing but true!
 Want to lower your cholesterol naturally?
Research proves ketchup (it’s true!) does the
job in just 1 week.
 One tablespoon of honey and this item named
in the book gets rid of constipation fast.
 Remember the classic “feel good” food to treat
your cold? Now it’s scientifically proven more
effective than over-the-counter medicines!
 Soybeans and avocados still work for arthritis pain — but make sure they’re this kind.
 For a natural skin cleaner … nothing beats
lemon juice and egg whites! Recipe revealed.
 Need sure-fire pain relief? Even this medical
doctor gives this “sugar-water” treatment the

thumbs up!
 Get rid of bad breath —
and fight plaque too! All natural
solution costs just pennies.
 Prevent E. coli and other bacterial infections with pineapples. Highly effective.
 You know garlic fights cancer, right? Well,
here’s how to get double strength protection
with every bite!
 Just a dab of this common bathroom staple
gets rid of unsightly pimples. Natural acne
medicine works for adults and teens!
 For toasty, warm feet … sprinkle this kitchen
herb in your socks! It really works!
 Want to get rid of unsightly warts? Try the
banana peel treatment — proven 99% effective!
 This all-natural antihistamine is cheaper and
safer than allergy drugs — and is right in your
kitchen cabinet!
 10-second tape measure trick tells you immediately if you’re at risk for prostate problems.
Every man over 50 should know it!
 7 herbs you should never take with prescription
drugs. No matter what the health claims say!
 Add this surprising and tasty treat to your hamburger — and you’ll fight cancer with every bite!
 This all-natural cure fights depression and
arthritis too! Costs just pennies compared to
dangerous drugs!
TO ORDER A COPY
Natural Cures and Gentle Medicines for $9.99.
See coupon.
©FC&A 2005

“Grape Juice is an
Artery-Clearing
Wonder!”
(By Frank K. Wood)
If you’d like to discover how to tap into your
body’s own healing power — simply by eating
good-tasting, good-for-you foods, you need
Unleash the Inner Healing Power of Foods, an
informative new book just released to the public by FC&A Publishing in Peachtree City,
Georgia.
Find out which food can help fight depression, heart attack, stroke, diabetes, and cancer
with just two servings a week, discover the
amazing artery-cleaning power of fruit, and
much more!
 Eat … feel full … and not gain an ounce!
 Melt away fat — and prevent blood clots!
One remarkable nutrient does double duty!
 Watch your LDL (the bad cholesterol) levels
drop in just 4 weeks! Just one, small, sweet
fruit does the trick!
 Keep your blood sugar steady for hours with
a squirt of this tangy treat!
 Lower high blood pressure — with muffins!
Study shows 73% of patients drastically cut
back on medications when they use this recipe.
 Prevent asthma attacks — with apples!
Discover more foods that heal.
 Super snacks that outsmart sugar cravings.
Get this: One of them is candy!
 Boost your memory — with chewing gum?
Studies show you remember 35% more throughout the day! Find out the amazing reason why.
 This “grape cure” gets your blood sugar
under control fast.
 Clear out artery-clogging plaque without
drugs! Researchers discover this sweet snack
contains over 17 compounds that flush gunk
out of your arteries fast.
 Calm a cough instantly — with a banana!
Eliminates wheezing too!
 Did you know broccoli can stop the growth of
breast cancer cells? Study from the University
of Berkley proves it!
 Nature’s best laxative! (Yep, your mom was
right!)
 Beware: These common drugs trigger painful
gout.
 Squash inflammation pain with aspirin …
ibuprofen … or NSAIDS? No way! A Michigan
State University study proves that 20 cherries
work just as well! But make sure they’re this
kind.
 Discover why German doctors say no to antidepressants and yes to Nature’s Prozac®!
Studies confirm that this mood lifter works —
without nasty side effects.
 Attention diabetics: Studies now prove you

can train your cells to respond to insulin with
just a quarter teaspoon of … [you won’t
believe it — but it’s true!]
 If you’re taking heart medications — this can
save your life! Discover what never to take
with your prescription!
 If you experience blurred vision, dull colors,
and light sensitivity, guess what? It’s probably
not cataracts! Discover this little-known (and
reversible) cause for poor vision.
 Quick migraine cocktail: Stir up a dash of
powdered ginger and this easily available
ingredient for instant relief!
 2 breakfast treats that buffer you from memory loss! Tastes great too!
 Did you know that adults who eat this once a
week are virtually immune to Alzheimer’s?
Recent study proves this tasty dish is Nature’s
amazing brain saver, too!
 This Southern staple fights bone loss — and
eliminates hot flashes too! Every woman should
know this godsend.
 The little-known vitamin deficiency that
causes depression. Easy steps to reverse it.
 Just 1 and 1/2 tablespoons of this item —
unbelievable but true — slashes your risk of
heart disease. Greek study confirms it!
 Unclog your stuffy nose — with a kiwi!
Three more natural antihistamines are named
in the book.
 Have you heard of this osteoporosis fighting
soda? It’s calcium rich — and tastes good too!
 Lower your cholesterol — with walnuts! Just
a handful a day is all you need!
 Are there really anti-wrinkle foods? You bet!
And they’re in the book.
 Rub your arthritis pain away! Natural remedy
clobbers inflammation.
 Little-known yet dangerous allergy triggers!
One of them is the meat slicer in your local deli!
 Dissolve kidney stones with this citrus thirst
quencher. Hint: It’s not orange juice — and
definitely not grapefruit juice!
TO ORDER A COPY
Unleash the Inner Healing Power of Foods for
$9.99. See coupon.
©FC&A 2005

Coupon
Learn all these amazing secrets and more. To order your books, just return this notice with your
name and address and a check for $9.99 per book, plus $3.00 shipping and handling to: FC&A,
Dept. SE1, 103 Clover Green, Peachtree City, GA 30269. You get a no-time-limit guarantee of
satisfaction or your money back.
FREE SHIPPING if you order two or more books!
You must cut out and return this notice with your order. Copies will not be accepted!
IMPORTANT — FREE GIFT OFFER EXPIRES FEBRUARY 11, 2005
All orders mailed by February 11, 2005 will receive a free gift, Simple Solutions to
Common Health Problems, guaranteed. Order right away!
Name __________________________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________________________
City ________________________________________ State ____________ Zip ______________
 Quantity_____ 8SE-1

Unleash the Inner Healing Powers of Foods

 Quantity_____ RSE-1

Fitness for Seniors

 Quantity_____ 1SE-1

Natural Cures and Gentle Medicines That Work Better Than
Dangerous Drugs or Risky Surgery

